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CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
find seats?

Would members and guests

We want to keep things on schedule.

I know we

lave members that have other things to do. And we
appreciate everyone coming.

We'd like to say good morning.

[ want to welcome everybody to this public hearing
conducted by the Environmental Resources and Energy
Committee on the Growing Greener Program that was
established by Act 68 of '99 known as the Environmental
Stewardship Watershed Protection Act.
I'm Representative Art Hershey, the Chairman
)f the Environmental Resource Committee.

I'm from Chester

bounty. And we are proud of our county down there as you
ire with yours. We have a lot of great Growing Greener
>rojects.

We have some people here today to tell about it.
And I'm going to ask the committee to

Introduce themselves, starting to my left.
REPRESENTATIVE CREIGHTON:

Tom Creighton from

jancaster County.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Further left.

REPRESENTATIVE WRIGHT:

But I'm Wright.

I'm

Sayle Wright, Erie County.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
ler name is Wright.

She's on our left, but

Good.

REPRESENTATIVE FRANKEL:

Dan Frankel,

Allegheny County.
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REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Sara Steelman,

Cndiana and Cambria Counties.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

Chris Ross from Chester

-ounty.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Carole Rubley

representing Chester County and Montgomery County.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:

Bud George,

Clearfield.
REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Dan Surra, Elk.
Thank you folks. Today

ve plan to hear from a wide range of environmental
srganizations who participated in the Growing Greener
Program.

The committee will hear both statewide

conservation organizations as well as some more regional
Local watershed associations, providing us with diverse
srojects and perspectives that the Growing Greener Program
las implemented, been implemented around the Commonwealth.
And before we start, I'd like to give my
Chairman on the other side of the aisle a chance to make a
couple brief remarks if he would like to before we
Introduce our first speaker.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:
Chairman.

Thank you, Mr.

I believe that there are many of us that share

four concerns.

I believe that there are many of us that

lave various ideas on what we want to do to sure up the
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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lecessary funding for the program that you hold so near and
lear and we feel are so important to Pennsylvania.
I don't intend to, after being offered the
land of my Majority Chairman, to be critical to every
legree.

But again, there are many on my side of the aisle

ind I'm sure on the other side of the aisle that worry
ibout what we're going to do with this bad problem of
.nundating Pennsylvania with the trash that continues to
;ome out of state.
For some of you that feel the tipping fee is
:he answer, I want you to understand.

And again, thank

rou, Arthur, for allowing me to vent this frustration.

But

/hen I asked Governor Ridge for a dedicated source of
•unding, his remark was that Bud George doesn't understand
:hat we don't want our kids to have to be able to pay off
:hese bond debts.
It didn't make any difference that we
>resented an argument that every highway in Pennsylvania is
>ond debt-ridden.

And at PennVEST that I'm the oldest

lember of, that's how we put out $2 billion every year.
:*m here to listen for a little while on what you're going
:o say.
I'm going to work with Art Hershey on the
latter.

But I'm going to say that some of the ideas that's

>een proposed, we're going to try to come up with ideas
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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:hat will benefit everyone and that we can continue these
>rograms.
Now, I'm not a hypocrite.

I don't brag about

Jrowing Greener because I was very disappointed when it
(tarted that we couldn't fund it in the matter of dedicated
iunding.

I want to be around here a little while when

:hose people in local government start to complain about
:he 339 funding that was absolutely desecrated because of
;he funding that was necessary, along with 6 or 7 other
>rograms.
I'm here, as I said, as a colleague and as a
lember.

But we are going to have some of our own ideas,

:hese so-called stalwart members of our committee,
ispecially the Democratic members because we believe there
ire better ways to go about this.
Now, with the situation that implores our
>est, we are wondering why we're going to sell bonds and
:hen we're going to use $90 million of those bonds to fund
>ennsylvania's obligation.

So with that, Arthur, I thank

'OU.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you for your

:omments. As usual, I ask our guests to keep their
>resentations as brief as possible to have enough time for
[uestions from members of the committee.

I'd also ask the

:ommittee to limit their questions during the first round
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ind answers so everyone gets an opportunity to do so, as we
tave a number of guests who have agreed to testify before
:he committee.
If we're ready to proceed, I'd begin with our
lirst speaker.

I'd like to welcome Mr. R. John Dawes,

administrator for Western Pennsylvania Watershed Protection
>rogram.

Mr. Dawes, we look forward to your presentation

md your power point program.

Thank you.

MR. DAWES: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, members

»f the committee, it's a privilege to be here.

I'd like to

.ntroduce to you the projects of the Western Pennsylvania
fatershed Protection Program, which I'm told by the Grant
tenter is the largest private match money for Growing
Jreener.
We were started 9 years ago as a donor advised
:und of the Howard Heinz Endowments and now receive money
:rom other philanthropies and are a project administered
>ut of the Community Foundation in Johnstown.

Our

>rogram's purpose is to protect and restore Pennsylvania's
inique water resources on an ecosystem basis and to foster
jeparate technologies used to preserve and reclaim
watersheds.

Pretty direct.
This is my pertinent information.

iave some cards should you be interested.

And I do

The types of

>rojects that we fund parallel those of Growing Greener:
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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bandoned mine drainage, watershed preservation, stream
ank stabilization, nonpoint source pollution abatement,
ater quality monitoring.

And we provide 50 percent match

oney for DCNR's cold water heritage planning process.
An example of one of our preservation projects
s the French Creek Project.

This is an exciting

arge-scale project that's been in business for all of
hose years, sponsored by the Pennsylvania, Western
ennsylvania Conservancy and the Pennsylvania Environmental
buncil.
It's ably led by Brian Hill, who is here today
nd you'll hear from later.

He was the winner of the

lonservation Fund's National Award in 1998. This watershed
ame to our attention because of the biodiversity in it.
t has 86 species of fish, 26 species of freshwater mussels
nd clams, some of which are endangered species.

Those are

lubshell mussels, hellbender salamander, and a snail
iarter, which are pictured here.
They are in receipt of $311,000 from Growing
rreener. Our grants to them total more than that.

But the

[rowing Greener money I believe was applied to
ubwatersheds to the French Creek for nonpoint source
•ollution related to fixing up farm yards and stabilizing
itream banks, keeping topsoil out of the stream.
lourse, recreation is a side benefit.
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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Headwaters Charitable Trust operates out of
learfield, PA.

And, you know, it's the home of the

eautiful Clarion River designated a wild and scenic river.
hile it has many beautiful stretches and places to fish,
ubwatersheds are degraded by abandoned mine drainage.
And many years ago, 8 years ago, we were asked
o participate in passive treatment, which was new
echnology at the time.

People were working from a

ramework of agency designs which were requiring
lectricity and lots of maintenance.
We were very interested in passive technology.
nd the chosen technology for this one particular site was
or a SAPS, a Successive Alkalinity-Producing System, which
tilizes mushroom compost and a layer of limestone.

Once

ompleted, since this is an anoxic treatment, it looks very
enign.
It's covered with soil and can be planted.
his is a view of it.

So

$350,000 in Growing Greener funding

.as been applied to Headwaters Charitable Trust for a
ontinuation of implementation of these SAPS in that
ratershed.
Sewickley Creek Watershed Association, one of
iur favorites, located in Donegal and throughout
festmoreland County, has an alkaline discharge different
rom the acid mine drainage which was treated in the last
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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roject.

This type of discharge requires aeration, and a

hurner was purchased and put down into the mine shaft.
he water was churned up and sent down a sluiceway to a
ettling pond.
This was all done by volunteers.

The settling

ond was not taking out all of the iron oxide which was
rriving in it. The group did lots of publicity of their
ctivities.

And Bear Corporation in that watershed picked

p the cost of this baffle system so as to spread the water
ut and get better water treatment.
It's now working very well.

This watershed

ssociation is in receipt of $500,000 of Growing Greener
oney to continue with their designs throughout the
atershed similar to this one.
Loyalhanna Watershed Association, this is our
reat example to new-forming groups.

They're 30 years in

xistence in Ligonier, PA, had a very, very toxic discharge
long the Loyalhanna on the grounds of the Carnegie Nature
eserve called Powdermill.
And of course, it's very ironic that they
ould have this terrible discharge at a facility that is
upposed to represent, you know, man's great harmony with
ature.

They did a SAPS.

That was the chosen technology.

'he last slide represented the last phase of the treatment
ystem which is to go through a wetland with cattails for
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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:inal polishing of the water. And that was done by
r

olunteers.
The results have been very positive in terms

>f this treatment system, with pH water of 3 going to 7,
oadings of iron oxide practically undetectable.
>eing for aluminum.

The same

A Growing Greener grant for $12,000

ras awarded to this watershed association to continue those
ypes of activities.
PA CleanWays, probably known to everyone in
his room, started in 1989 by Sue Wiseman, who loaded 16
ruckloads of trash from an area that was around her
teighborhood.

She saw it constantly while horseback riding

md formed this cleanup organization.
As we all know, most of these illegal dumps
ire streamside.

And the volunteers and the groups pull

Lebris out of streams from these dumps and take them to
•ecycling or to landfills.

They are in receipt of Growing

freener funding for $80,000.
This program awards grants for $10,000 for the
(tart-up of county chapters. We're very interested in
seeing this cleanup process continue.

That $10,000 goes

lor office setup and, probably the most important thing of
L11, liability insurance for the cleanups.
This map indicates the number of county
:hapters that we have funded over the years. There are 16
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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rganized right now with several prechapters doing the work
r

hich is needed in terms of garnering a board, support from

he conservation district office, support from local
businesses.
Pennsylvania Environmental Defense Foundation,
'orking in the beautiful Pine Creek Valley, home of
ennsylvania's Little Grand Canyon, took on the project of
. terrible discharge on Babb Creek.

Again, the chosen

echnology for abatement was a large SAPS.

And I mean very

arge in terms of acreage.
Again, the limestone and mushroom compost
reating the water.

This accompanied limestone diversion

r

ells which were in the watershed and the group had been

r

orking on for a number of years.

Penn State was in charge

>f those installations. And there they are at the stream.
Growing Greener has provided over $3 million
n funding to this watershed.

And I'd like to suggest to

his group that here is an opportunity to totally complete
he cleanup of a watershed and return it to pristine
tatus.

It's a great, great opportunity and a beautiful

•lace.
Monastery Run, another one of these very
ronic discharges, located on the grounds of a college
lampus.

The orange water loaded with iron oxide flowed

hrough the campus of St. Vincent College for 75 years.
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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'hat schematic is, that overview is of the treatment system
'here the orange water comes in, goes through diversion
lells, ends up in ponds that have acid-tolerant plants
'hich uptake the heavy metals.
The student body at this institution cleverly
lamed it the Mesocosm.

I've tried to look up some Latin

rords, and I think it means intermediate world.

So I

iuppose that's the intermediate world for the water. But
(rowing Greener funding has gone to this college for
140,000, and it is to continue the abatement of abandoned
tine drainage in that watershed.
Mountain Watershed Association located in
festmoreland County is dealing with social justice issues
nd with subsidence and abandoned mine drainage throughout
he watershed.
dth.

Here's an example of what they're dealing

This used to be someone's yard.

After subsidence,

t's abandoned mine drainage.
This used to be a farmer's pasture. With
ubsidence, it's now a bog.

Throughout the watershed, this

s the color of their aluminum stained rocks. Again,
.ere's a view of a discharge that runs along Route 711 as
me approaches Falling Water, again one of our great
ymbols of man's harmony with nature.
Now, we looked at that view of the aeration
ystem earlier.

That installation was done 8 years ago.
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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'his group had an alkaline discharge, which again needed
leration, and chose to use passive windmills for their
Leration device, which I think is very clever on their
>art.

They are in receipt of $66,000 from Growing Greener.
ALLARM, the Alliance for Aquatic Resource

[onitoring, does protocols and designs for assessment for
:hese groups which have been mentioned previously.

They

>rovide training for stream characterization, monitoring of
dology, utilizing macroinvertebrates and inventorying them
is an indicator for watershed health.
They teach, of course, water quality through
:hemistry, chemistry training.

They're in receipt of

1190,000 from Growing Greener.

This money is applied to

;he assessment work which is needed prior to receiving
.mplementation money from the state.

They are also in

•eceipt of program funding.
Project Grass addresses agricultural runoff
md nonpoint source pollution.

Again, they're structured

similarly to PA CleanWays in that the money is awarded on a
:ounty-by-county basis. Here is an example of what happens
rtien livestock have free access to a stream bank.
They encourage spring development, have some
iunding for that process, encourage stream bank fencing.
'hey install waterway crossings for farmers on a cost-share
>asis. And then here is an example of how good that plant
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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aterial can look when the nutrients are taken up.

They

each rotational grazing systems and help to pay for
gricultural best management practices. And this -- our
mall grant to them leveraged a much larger one from
rowing Greener.
Resource Recovery, now, this is kind of an
maginative idea that was an outgrowth of Penn State
niversity and Southern Alleghenies Conservancy and
oncurrent Technologies1 idea to extract heavy metals from
bandoned mine drainage, perhaps even for sale.
Now, early in this process, the Heinz
ndowments paid for a report and an inventory to be
roduced on the 100 worst discharges for abandoned mine
rainage in the western part of the state.

This led to a

onference held at the University of Pittsburgh in
bhnstown where presentations of these separation
echnologies were presented from around the world.
And then we gave them a tour, you know, of a
ery toxic discharge. An outgrowth of that process has
een a partnership between the Sewickley Creek Watershed
.ssociation and Hedin Environmental.

In that watershed is

discharge that flows through a 600-footlong channel.
And you can see the buildup of iron oxide
hich has been there and building up since the 1920s. This
s a cross-section of that deposit.

They hired a company

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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o come in and dry the, through a filter process, dry the
ron oxide into a filter cake that was 50 percent solid.
nd it was sold to a pigment company.
Seven truckloads, 160 tons of material were
elivered.

And that was due to a Growing Greener grant.

'hey facilitated that process.

Secretary Hess flew there

m the day of that check presentation.

Now, this filter

ake, keep in mind, is right here in Pennsylvania.
The paint company that bought it had
ireviously been buying it from a mine in Turkey and
mporting it into the port of Philadelphia.
as right in Pennsylvania.

And here it

So a customer base has been

stablished in this one instance.

The end result has been

. cleaned out Lowber Channel. And 600,000 pounds of iron
•er year is prevented from entering the stream.
Clearwater Conservancy in the State College
egion, they had a very degraded site in the headwaters to
ipring Creek, a reproducing trout fishery, and did a
iparian planting program utilizing native trees and plants
is well as biolog to provide some cover on the stream and
illow those fish to reproduce.
It was very interesting how many volunteers
oined the conservancy and participated in this process.
"hey reproduced it around the watershed, utilizing $250,000
n Growing Greener funding.

And interestingly enough, in

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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his area that has a water shortage frequently, the project
as lead to the characterization of the entire watershed.
Oven Run Project, using a $444,000 Growing
reener grant, also with Foundation money, tackled a
errible site that had gob piles, spoil piles, culm piles,
hatever the word is that you use for them.

They are

sually streamside. And one has to remember that every
ime there's a rain event, acid mine drainage is produced
y those piles.
This was a matter of reconfiguring all of that
and and then, of course, planting along the stream for
utrient uptake, metals uptake.

The project was led by

ngelo Ciotti, known for his artistic applications of art
n the land.
His previous project was in Butler County
amed the Twin Stupas Project.
nteresting.

I find this one very, very

He took a site where there was spoil piles

nd planted one mound with different colors of grasses
hich changed throughout the year and had an inverted dead
ound of rock and sand.

The site being kind of poetically

mphasizing the balance between man's use and abuse of the
nvironment.
Allegheny Mountain Chapter of Trout Unlimited
nd Kettle Creek Watershed Association have been working on
ooks Run Project. And our program gave them a small
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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rant -- I think it was about $12,000 -- for a bench-scale
est to see how they could address this very, very toxic
eed in Sprawl State Forest.
They did a test using garbage cans and
afferent, using different materials related to what the
AP system was comprised of.

They decided on a new design

tilizing sawdust as the carbon source rather than the
ushroom compost as depicted in previous slides.
Total Growing Greener funding in this
atershed is $700,000, mostly for abandoned mine drainage
batement.

And again, this is one of those watersheds not

nder pressure for development which has the opportunity to
eturn to pristine status, something that's very, very
ppealing.
The Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay does
iparian plantings on farms in the Kishacoquillas Valley,
hich is not too far from where I live. You can see what
appens to streams when livestock have free access to it.
t might be picturesque, but it's really devastating to the
hesapeake Bay.
They do installations of stream bank fencing
nd then plant native trees and plant material along the
tream for nutrient uptake.

Their Growing Greener funding

s $116,000, and the project has been multiplied many times
hrough this process. And it's very valuable for nutrient
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ptake in keeping topsoil out of the Susquehanna Basin.
This program, the Watershed Protection
rogram, is in receipt of Three Rivers Environmental Award.
nd also, we received a Governor's Award for Watershed
tewardship last June here in Harrisburg, as did 12 of
hese previous projects mentioned.
And Dave Hess has done an outstanding job of
uantifying some of the results of Growing Greener. And
'd like to read some of them for you.

More than 100 new

atershed groups have been formed that would be similar to
he groups that are doing the work as demonstrated.
4,200 acres of wetlands have been restored,
88 miles of stream buffers have been established, 2,000
cres of abandoned mine lands reclaimed, dozens of
ducation and outreach projects, and 153 watershed
ssessments have been funded through Growing Greener that
ill lead to these restoration projects.
A dedicated source of funding will allow these
uccesses to be multiplied many times over throughout the
est of Pennsylvania.
So I'd like to now introduce Tim Schaeffer,
he Director of Science and Policy from POWR, the
ennsylvania Organization for Watersheds and Rivers.
MR. SCHAEFFER:
inutes of your time.

And I'll just take a few

John asked me to make some remarks

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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t the end of his comments.

POWR, as our organization is

nown, is part of a statewide coalition that is working to
nsure the future of the Growing Greener Program.
And on the table at the front of the room as
ell as in front of the members, there should be a copy of
list of organizations who have endorsed a resolution for
omprehensive conservation funding.

These organizations

epresent literally tens of thousands of people throughout
ennsylvania.
There are statewide, regional, and local
onservation groups, municipalities, schools, for-profit
usinesses, all of whom have expressed their support for
ermanent dedicated funding in the spirit of Growing
reener and I should also mention would be in the spirit of
he Keystone Recreation, Park, and Conservation Fund.
My contact information is at the bottom of the
ist of resolution signatories. And I would be happy to
peak with you about that individually at any time if you
ave any questions about the resolution.

I just wanted to

aise it to your attention that there is support out there
hroughout Pennsylvania for this program. Thanks.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
resentation.

Thank you for that fine

That was well-documented.

And it showed, I

hink, a lot of good work out in the different counties. I
as amazed at how many projects were covered there.
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ery impressive.
We don't want to run too far behind, but we do
ant to give the panel a chance for comments or questions.
nd I'll start with Representative Vitali, who just arrived
rom Delaware County.
REPRESENTATIVE VITALI:

I'm not oriented

nough to ask questions.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

epresentative Surra, did you have any comments?
REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

You just mentioned that

ou're supportive of, I think you used the terms permanent
nd comprehensive funding.

And I think everybody is in

upport of that. Would you consider increasing the tipping
ees for out-of-state waste to be permanent and
omprehensive funding?
MR. SCHAEFFER:

I know that later, in a few

inutes, one of our colleagues, Andrew McElwaine from the
ennsylvania Environmental Council, is going to be
ddressing specific recommendations of the Coalition in
erms of funding.

And I'd rather defer to --

REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

Well, what do you feel

ersonally?
MR. SCHAEFFER:

I think increasing the tipping

ees is a good idea.
REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

Do you feel that's a

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ermanent and comprehensive funding source then?
MR. SCHAEFFER:

I believe it could be

tructured that way, yes.
REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

So then you think that

ut-of-state trash is something that we should look at as a
ermanent thing and then maybe an asset?
MR. SCHAEFFER:

Well, I think you would have

o look at any waste that's deposited in Pennsylvania's
andfills.

You can't treat out-of-state waste differently

han instate waste.

But certainly, approximately half of

he waste that is deposited in Pennsylvania's landfills
oes come from out of state.

So it would hit those

ources.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

Chairman

eorge.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:

Thank you, Arthur.

he gentleman, Mr. Davis, had a very fine presentation.
here are just a couple of questions.
MR. DAWES: Dawes.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE: And please don't take
hem as derogatory.

I don't know.

You're the experts. I

ome from a mining area. And first, you know, when you
ead the accolade of more than 100 new watershed groups and
,200 acres of wetlands -- these 4,200, is that all clean
tream water, or is that acid water that helps to go in and
s
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low and make some of these wetlands?

Is it all treated

ater, or is it still water that is below par?
MR. DAWES: They're restored.

So it would be

lean water.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:
n those wetlands.

So there is bad water

So it's just a containment process, is

hat it, where the wetlands supposedly will do its job in
reatment and -MR. DAWES:

In terms of the Growing Greener

uantification that Dave Hess has presented -REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:
now what Dave Hess says.

Sir, I don't want to

I want to know what you say.

MR. DAWES: Okay.

In a treatment system, some

f the water into a wetland is still bad water.

So the

etland is functioning as a filter system.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE: Well, that's what I'm
sking you.

I just don't want everybody to think this is

lean, treated water.

I just want an explanation.

I

robably am as familiar with the wetland and some of these
assive systems as you are.
MR. DAWES: Likely so.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:
ollars.

They cost millions of

And till the end of time, they've never completed

heir job.

I'm aware of that.
MR. DAWES:

I disagree with that.

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE: Well, you can disagree
11 you want.

In fact, I don't hear you fellows coming up

ith any ideas.
ou.

I see you all there. And I congratulate

And I said, you know, what are you doing to eliminate

he continued assault on the environment?

That's what I'm

aying.
I never heard of one of you people that
epresent these fine groups talking about what we can do to
liminate or alleviate what's happening through the mining
ndustry and their careless and neglect and the fact that
EP sometimes is part of it.

I don't blame you.

The reason you're here is because of that
eglect.

And you're trying to remediate that.

But down in

ashington County, there's thousands of people that are
ffected by loss of water.

There's degradation of the

ighways where they've dropped.

There's homes.

I don't hear you people saying anything about
hat so that those of us that are characterized as
nvironmentalists know that at least we have somebody
ehind us.

For example, you said on the one page, if I

ay, you said that, that --in the middle of that second
age, you say that the Pennsylvania Environmental Defense,
lah, blah, blah, led by Robert McCullough has spent more
han $3,300,000.

I know you did. And I'm glad.

rateful.
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But up above, you say that Growing Greener
unds have provided $80,000 to individual chapters for dump
ite surveys and cleanups. Are you saying to me that
80,000 was utilized to do some cleanup?

Is that what

ou're saying?
MR. DAWES: Yes, yes. Absolutely.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:

So it cleaned matters

p?
MR. DAWES: Yes. And those surveys
ndicate -REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE: Now wait a minute. If
t cleaned up, how did you apply that wonderful small
mount and provide cleanup for the 80,000?

That's what I

ant to know so I can get your ideas.
MR. DAWES: Through volunteer and county
hapter members of PA CleanWays. And the assessment work
hat was funded by this program, by the Watershed
rotection Program, indicates that the counties involved
ith chapters have between 50 and 300 dump sites in each
ounty.
And they are well on their way toward getting
hose cleaned up with a protocol and a safety system in
lace, including liability insurance for those volunteers.
o good work is happening.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE: Very quickly.
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now a great deal, I would assume, about the mining laws.
our gentleman, Mr. Schweiger, knows about that, since he
nd I worked together.

Let me ask you one very pointed

uestion for your help.
Do you believe, as far as some of this
egradation, do you believe, for example, the Department of
nvironmental Resources insists that when a mining
peration is found to be negligent in attributing to bad
ater running into a stream -- and I want him to listen to
his, too --do you believe that we would be better served,
he people of Pennsylvania and those of you that are
orking so diligently, if rather than waste that $50,000
very 6 or 7 months on toxic soda or any other type of
ccoutrement and simply run it into a stream that's almost
s bad and throw good money after bad money, would we be
etter -- and this is important -- would we be better and
ould we do a better job for you, rather than waste that 50
r 60 or 100,000 a year, would we be better to put that
nto a fund so that we could fund programs such as the one
hat you people collaborate on and put together rather than
ust spit it out into the dirty creek and not get anything
or it?
Because while we're spending that 50, 60, 70,
00,000, should that operator go broke, I've seen times, 5
imes in my career that the bonding money never went,
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arry, to attribute to the cleanup of these streams.
So would we be better off when we see that to
ay, Hey, look, don't force those people to clean that up
ecause if something happens and you're not in business no
onger mining, the stream gets back into the condition it
as and it' s not up into specs now?
Would we be better to put that into a fund so
ou people could use it so you could go along with your
olunteer work and your success?

Would that be of some

atter that you'd like to discuss or maybe you'd like to
et involved with?
MR. DAWES: Well, primarily, this program and
he money that we utilize is for abandoned mine lands,
re-1977 mine sites. And I will say that our board of
dvisors which governs this program -REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE: Well, how much would
e eliminated of the abandoned mine from their obligation
ith this program?
MR. DAWES: Well, I can tell you we've
uantified it in terms of stream miles. And we have
rought back 305 miles of stream to -REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:

So you got about 2,900

r 3,000 miles to go.
MR. DAWES: Yeah, yeah.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:

You still have several
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housand miles to go.
MR. DAWES: Right.
nly a tenth.

Oh, absolutely.

That's

We've been in business for 9 years, and

e've only hit a tenth of the streams. But I would like
o, in terms of the policy question that you asked, I'd
ike to defer to Andrew McElwaine from Pennsylvania
nvironmental Council.
MR. McELWAINE: Well, Larry is here as well.
nd maybe we can deal with this on our panel,
epresentative.

But I think you got a good idea there in

erms of changing the way some of the bond money gets used
nd applied.

We'd like to work with you on that.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:

hrow you a curve.
nto the stream.
reat job.

I'm not trying to

I'm just saying that we pee that money

We do no good.

You guys have done a

If we would have left it up to Governor Ridge,

ou wouldn't have near the money that you have to operate
ith because we've cut into programs.
Now, one of these days, somebody's going to be
creaming about restoring the programs; and you're going to
ave less money.

And Representative Surra asked a question

hat our constituents are concerned about.

Do you want to

dd to the tipping fee to help you with a very fine job
ou're doing and yet enrage our constituents that feel that
his Department of Environmental Resources is doing very
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ittle in the containment and the preservation of our
atural resources and our integrity of our environment?
hat's all I'm asking you.
Can we get money in other programs?

Can we

et this money, get you to work with us and to prevent or
liminate some of these problems that -- we're not catching
p.

You're catching up.

The state isn't catching up.

louldn't we do that?
MR. DAWES: Well, I think it would be
ossible.
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE:
rthur.

Thank you.

Thank you,

Thank you very much for your answer.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

And now I'm going to

tart to my left and see if there's any comments as we go
p the line. Representative Mcllhinney.
REPRESENTATIVE MCILHINNEY:

I don't have any

uestions, but I just want to make a comment that I think
hat your group is doing a great job on what was presented
o you.

It's not my -- the goal of eliminating all source

ollution in Pennsylvania is certainly a noted one and one
hat I'm committed to.
But let's deal with what the facts are and try
o make the effort to help to clean it up. And I think
roups like yours taking these steps is exactly what we
eed.

And the continued funding in the Growing Greener is
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ixactly something I'd like to see to continue to happen.
So I just want to praise your efforts at this
•oint. And I'll pass it on to the next question.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY: Next.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:
lso want to applaud your efforts.
treams.

Good morning.

And I

I've seen many of those

I know what the problem is. And I really, I

hink you're doing a tremendous job. And we're going to
teed your continued help to get a dedicated funding source
or Growing Greener.

So keep up the good work.

MR. DAWES: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Next, please.

REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

r. Dawes, I believe it is?
MR. DAWES: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

I just was a little

onfused after one of the previous lines of questioning.
hought I understood your testimony.
larify it for me a little bit.

I

Maybe you could help

Is my understanding of

our testimony correct in saying that you believe that a
ubstantial amount of remediation has been accomplished and
s being accomplished as a result of a partnership of the
onies that have been granted by the state through the
rowing Greener Program and in conjunction with the efforts
hat you all have made?
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MR. DAWES: That's right.

This last slide,

hich was slow coming up, indicates a quantification figure
egarding program grants from the Western Pennsylvania
atershed Protection Program.

And that would indicate

artnerships with BAMR (the Bureau of Abandoned Mine
eclamation), DEP, some DCNR money.

And of course, the

argest amount is from Growing Greener.
But based upon water quality monitoring,
nterest on the part of the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
ommission for restocking, progress reports that we
eceive, 305 miles have been brought back to fishable
tatus.

Now, that may not be drinkable, swimmable,

ishable.

But at least there's fish life there that was

oted.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

And I guess really that

any of the problems we're looking at here have been
eveloped over many, many years and not something that just
uddenly started happening 7 years ago.
MR. DAWES: Absolutely.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

Right.

And then just to sort of

ull this all together a little bit because you did talk an
wful lot about the successes.

Obviously, there's still a

reat deal of cleanup yet to be accomplished.
MR. DAWES: This represents, this figure
epresents only one-tenth of the totally dead streams in
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he state.

So we need some more time. We need some more

loney.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

So it would be fair to

ay that we're on the right track and we just have to
lontinue?
MR. DAWES: Absolutely.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY: Next.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:
ppreciate your presentation.

I certainly

And I know that everybody at

his table is committed to finding a way to continue the
rowing Greener Program with adequate funding.

When

rowing Greener was first introduced legislatively, the
riginal idea was to fund it through a major bond issue.
And although it came out of the Environmental
esources Committee, that way changed, as legislative
roposals often do, on its way through the chambers. Now
hat we are seeing problems with the funding structure that
as put together and we have a proposal to provide
ermanent funding through an increase in the tipping fee
nd dedicated funding, we've still got a shortfall at this
oint.
Would you also be supportive of the idea of a
mailer immediate bond issue by the Commonwealth that would
rovide the funding to continue Growing Greener Programs
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ntil revenues from increased tipping fees would start to
ill in that gap?
MR. DAWES: Well, this program, as you can
ee, most of the concerns have been abandoned mine
rainage.

And it's estimated that that cleanup for the

tate is $15 billion.

Now, I would suggest that through

he creative use of passive treatments, that perhaps that
igure is less than that.
So in terms of immediate needs and policy
ssues, again, I'll defer to Andrew McElwaine from PEC.
MR. McELWAINE: Any help would be appreciated,
epresentative.

Your bill is much appreciated.

REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Thank you.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY: Next.
REPRESENTATIVE FRANKEL:
tiairman.

Thank you, Mr.

I do share concerns about financing, sources of

unding. And I'll refrain from my comments regarding the
ipping fee. But I have some concerns with respect to that
eing the source of funds.
But one of the issues that I see in terms of
ur water resources that is looming out there that we
ren't talking about much here that is kind of like the big
orilla is the issue of applying sewage, water sewage
verflows in Western Pennsylvania throughout the state.
And it is, it dwarfs the types of dollars that
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e're talking about here today and even the entire Growing
reener Program.

I mean, we look at Western Pennsylvania;

nd we see a $3 billion issue sitting there.

I don't know

hat the numbers look like throughout the rest of the
tate.
But when we look at water conservation, I do
hink that this is kind of a daunting thing that we need to
ocus on and advocates need to be kind of bringing in front
f us all the time.

Certainly, through this gubernatorial

lection, it should be made more of an issue for all the
andidates to begin to address this, how we're going to
eal with this issue.
And I don't know that, you know -- maybe Mr.
awes has comments with respect to that.
MR. DAWES: Well, you know, it's a huge
oncern and one that -- since there are no creative passive
echnologies related to that type of, of problem as a
olution, our board is not participating in those grant
equests.

Tim, do you have some thoughts on that?

It's a

uge issue.
MR. SCHAEFFER:

Yeah.

normous problem in Pennsylvania.

I agree that it's an
And perhaps that may be

n area where a bond type issue might be appropriate.
ean, we're talking, as you alluded to, billions of
ollars.
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REPRESENTATIVE FRANKEL:
ure we can get that.

I just wanted to make

I think it needs to be part of the

ontext of what we're talking about in terms of allocation
f resources. And we need to keep that kind of on
verybody's agenda because it's looming there.
You know, these issues are difficult enough to
eal with. And you're doing a great job.

But I think we

11 have to be conscious of what ultimately we're going to
ave to be dealing with in conjunction with the efforts
hat you're making to deal with this monstrous problem.
And we need to make Pennsylvanians conscious
f it all the time.

So this is looming out there.

So

hank you very much. And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY: Next.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMSTRONG:

Quickly.

Since

ou -- you've been in business for 9 years I understand?
MR. DAWES: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMSTRONG:

And most of the

rowing Greener money has been in place before; but it was,
t was a different program.

And so it was a matter of

ombining, providing flexibility.

But the work that you

id do before Growing Greener took place to the work that,
omparing it to the work that you've done after the Growing
reener, has that been minimal, moderate, or maximum?
MR. DAWES: Well, there's been a dramatic
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ncrease in activity in terms of the formation of watershed
ssociations around the state with the vision that they can
ackle a neighborhood problem.
ocial clubs.

I mean, they don't form as

I mean, these, these are neighborhoods

orming around an issue.
And through Growing Greener, I think they've
ad their best understanding and vision for cleanup of
heir neighborhood.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMSTRONG:

I guess what I'm

etting at is can you quantify that growth?

Do you have

ny graphs that would show us the growth that took place?
MR. DAWES: Not with me.

But POWR,

ennsylvania Organization for Watersheds and Rivers, has a
atabase of the watershed associations around the state.
nd I believe that's over 300 now; is that right?
MR. SCHAEFFER:

Yeah.

MR. DAWES: Do you have any idea when they -MR. SCHAEFFER:

Are you referring specifically

o the Western Pennsylvania Watershed Protection Program,
o the growth of the projects they funded as a result of
rowing Greener?
REPRESENTATIVE ARMSTRONG:

Yes. Going back

gain before Growing Greener and then being Growing Greener
or -- Growing Greener has been only in place for, what, 2
r 3 years at this point?

But, you know, do we have a
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harp spike -MR. DAWES: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMSTRONG:

--in work being

one is what I'm getting at.
MR. DAWES: Yes.
MR. SCHAEFFER:

There certainly is that spike.

don't have any graphs per se to illustrate that.

But I

hink even if you just look at the fact of grant
pplications to John's program or the Growing Greener in
he last couple years, those are programs that just weren't
appening before.
And just simply that spike would reflect, I
hink, a direct correlation with Growing Greener.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMSTRONG:

Okay.

Again, what

was trying -- and you're answering the question.

But

hat I'd just like to see is how many projects were you
ble to take on before Growing Greener and how many since
rowing Greener.
So if you don't have that with you today,
aybe you can share it with the committee.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:
hairman.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr.

Mr. Dawes, I want to commend you as well as

veryone else has for not just your presentation but the
eally excellent work you have done in Western
ennsylvania.

I have seen firsthand many of these
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rojects, and I want to commend you for your work.
And I'm looking for the opportunity to try to
et some watershed protection organizations going in my
istrict to kind of, you know, achieve some of the good
ork that you have obviously achieved in the last couple
ears.

I just want to call particular attention and just

aybe get you to elaborate a little bit on this resolution
or comprehensive conservation funding.
The very last -- like all resolutions, you
now, there's a bunch of whereas's.

But it's really the

esolve that makes all the difference in the world.

But

ou say here that you resolve, you know, that we create a
ermanent state funding stream for programs in the spirit
f Growing Greener to protect, enhance, and restore
ennsylvania's natural resources and communities.
Let me take off from there and get your
eaction to it.

It seems to me you are, you are

ecognizing-that Growing Greener has done a lot of good.
nd we certainly don't want to do anything to jeopardize
t.

We want to secure the long-term fiscal support for the

rogram that it needs.
But you seem to suggest here, by restoring
ennsylvania natural resources in communities, you seem to
uggest with those words that you recognize that Growing
reener is important and there are other pieces of the
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nvironmental puzzle out there, if you will, that need to
e addressed, like, like a commitment to revitalization of
ur downtowns so that downtown areas of the Commonwealth
re more livable and more attractive so that suburban
prawl doesn't happen and doesn't boggle up our farmland
nd our green land.
And you also seem to suggest in here that
ennsylvania's natural resources include more than just
ater.

It's reptiles, it's birds, it's mammals, it's

mphibians.

It's all of that.

I mean, is that what

ou're -- I'm trying to read -- I want to make sure I'm not
eading something in here.
MR. SCHAEFFER: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:

But it seems to me

hat's what you're suggesting in your resolution.

Is that

orrect?
MR. SCHAEFFER:

Yes. And when we refer to in

he spirit of Growing Greener, it's the whole idea of a
atershed approach.

And in order to have clean water or

lean waterways, you need a healthy landscape as well and
hat all of these things are interconnected.
This is nothing short of a fundamental shift
n the way we think about natural resource management.

One

f the Representatives mentioned earlier that these
rograms have a long lifetime.

You can't accomplish them
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vernight.

The problems didn't arise overnight.
What Growing Greener and watershed management

eally captures is the idea that, that natural resource
anagement does not mesh with elected cycles or with the
ycles of those of us in this room.

So when I say the

pirit of Growing Greener, it is acknowledging that water
uality is, does have an interaction with the watershed
rom which that water quality comes, the water comes.
And I also might add that what the Growing
reener has done is not only protect water quality, but
his has implications of water quantity as well.

And

veryone in this room understands and knows about the
rought that we're in the midst of.
If you have a piece of land that is either
iparian or that has been restored or a farmland that's
een protected, an area where water is allowed to percolate
ack into the earth, that's going to have implications for
ater quantity as well as water quality.
So this is a way to show that the 2 are truly
onnected.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: How about
owntowns?

Is downtown -- I mean, let me be more specific.

s downtown revitalization as important as all the
atershed protection we do?

Do you see that as part of the

verall ecological environmental mission that we need to be
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bout?
MR. SCHAEFFER: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
o thank the committee.

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you. And I want

Mr. Dawes, I think if you have

pproached one-tenth of the streams, I think that's a great
tart.

These pollutions didn't happen overnight.

We know

he coal companies were in business for years. We hope the
oal companies now understand that we don't want them
esecrating the streams.
But I was comfortable beginning with our
unding level. And I think we have to get some
xperience -- which you expressed you have -- these new
atersheds starting up, too many tons of money available,
hat experience.

We could waste taxpayers* dollars till we

earn where we're going.
And I think you demonstrate that we have
tarted off on a good track record.

Now, our challenge now

s try to help provide some more of these funds to keep the
ork going.

And I know, I know the Department is very

nterested in these groups that raise some money locally,
hen apply for matching funds.
That's a very, very great project.
ocal ownership.

It gives

So thanks again for your participation

nd what you're doing.
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MR. DAWES: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

With that said, we will

elcome the next panel of representatives from the Nature
bnservancy of Pennsylvania, the Western Pennsylvania
onservancy, the Pennsylvania Environmental Council, and
ennsylvania Land Trust Association.
When you people take your seats and get
omfortable, you can introduce yourselves to the committee
nd proceed with your remarks.
MR. SCHWEIGER:

I'm Larry Schweiger with the

estern Pennsylvania Conservancy.

I'd like to start by

hanking Chairman Hershey and the members of this committee
or your great efforts in advancing support for Growing
reener.

I also want to recognize those members who have

ponsored or cosponsored various bills and options for
ontinued funding of Growing Greener.
And we compliment each and every one of you
or your great intentions in this matter.

I believed

rowing Greener was the most significant environmental
ccomplishment in the decade. When the legislation was
assed, each side had to give a little to get a 5-year
unding package passed.

But we're seeing the benefits of

hat funding package.
And each of us are going to talk about
ifferent aspects of the Growing Greener Program.
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peak about the DEP funding.

The program expenditures to

ate through DEP alone have reclaimed 4,400 acres of
bandoned mine lands; restored 370 miles of streams
olluted by acid mine drainage; plugged 1,242 miles -- I'm
orry -- plugged 1,242 oil wells and gas wells in the
tate; created or restored 4,261 acres of wetlands;
ompleted 188 miles of stream buffer restoration; organized
1 volunteer-based watershed groups that provide leadership
n key watershed projects; and completed 156 assessment,
estoration, and protection plans for watersheds across
ennsylvania.

Much more needs to be done.

DEP alone has received over 2,180 applications
or 520 environmental improvement projects.

DEP funding to

ate has been about $96 million, and that money has
everaged another $139 million.

The Western Pennsylvania

onservancy has been involved in this aspect of Growing
reener.
And I'd like to share with you a little bit
bout our Watershed Assistance Center and what we're doing
ith that center. We received a gift from an individual
onor who gave us a half million dollars to launch our
atershed center. And we've since then received other
upport to carry it forward.
But basically, our center is made up of 7
taff members who provide technical assistance to watershed
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roups across Western Pennsylvania.

And we help them to

rovide planning and restoration plans, and we assist them
ith a number of Growing Greener projects. And there's a
otal of 50 projects to date that we've been involved with.
They include abating mine drainage; nonpoint
ource pollution, particularly agriculture runoff issues.
nd we are also working to protect high quality watersheds
hat are currently still in good shape but need to be
rotected.
We believe that farmers need our help to
mprove the environment.

And we think that Growing Greener

everages important federal and private dollars for that
urpose.

I should say we're also working in partnership

ith the R.K. Mellon Foundation, California State
niversity.

And the Chesapeake Bay Foundation also

eceives R.K. Mellon Foundation money for that work in the
entral part of the state.
The center enables us to be more responsive to
ocal groups. We have about 350 active partnerships that
e're working with across Western Pennsylvania.

And

epresentative Levdansky mentioned community projects. A
umber of these are community-based projects, including
ardens and enhancements.

But we also have a number of

atershed projects. We believe they're all important and
ork together for the overall good.
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Growing Greener has matched every dollar by
nother dollar and a half or more in watershed programs,
nd we're very pleased with that.

One example I'll share

ith you that shows how Growing Greener money can be
everaged is the Dents Run Project in Elk County.
The Bennett Branch Watershed Association is an
rganization that we've been helping, and they got a $1.4
illion grant from Growing Greener.

That will match with

ederal and other monies and bring the total of about $10
illion to the Bennett Branch Watershed to restore the
ents Run Watershed.
(

And that's a very important contribution to
he West Branch of the Susquehanna River.

So that one

roject, $1.4 million brings in another $10 million of
ther monies and in-kind services.
We believe there's a great challenge ahead.
f you look at the total monies being spent today, it will
ake us about 80 years to restore all of the waters that
ave been damaged from mine drainage.
ndertaking.

That's a tremendous

We think that the monies are needed to do

hat.
Pennsylvania has more miles of rivers and
treams than any other coterminous state in the union.
nly Alaska has more waterways. About 20 percent of our
aterways are so impaired that they don't meet the minimum
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tandards designated for fish and aquatic life uses, which
s not the highest use. Many other miles of waterways are
egraded but still support the minimum standards. We feel
hat those waterways need to be dealt with as well.
Another important indicator of the condition
f Pennsylvania's rivers and streams is the Pennsylvania
ish and Boat Commission's study of endangered and
hreatened species.

I'll summarize what I was going to say

n that but just simply tell you that about 40 percent of
he fish and shellfish in Pennsylvania are either extinct,
ndangered, threatened, or eligible for listing.
So that your chances, if you're a fisher or
hellfisher, are not that good in Pennsylvania because of
he overall degradation to our water, our fresh waters.
resh water mussels are highly sensitive barometers of
quatic ecosystem health because of their sensitivity to
abitat change.
At one time, Pennsylvania had 65 different
ollusk species. Today, 18 of those original 65 are
xtinct.

Two are listed as endangered.

And we-believe 26

ore mollusks need to be listed as either endangered or
hreatened.

We must act now to protect important fish and

quatic life. And we think the Growing Greener takes us in
hat direction.
We also believe that Growing Greener has an
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mportant role to play in outstanding watersheds like
ideling Hill Creek.

The Sideling Hill Creek Watershed is

project of the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, and
ature Conservancy also works as a partner in Maryland to
rotect this waterway.

This watershed has 2 globally rare

pecies of mussels and a number of other species at risk,
nd we think that great care needs to be given to those
igh quality watersheds as well as those that are already
egraded.
There are 2 primary sources of impairment to
ommonwealth waters that have a tremendous impact.
nclude agriculture and abandoned mine drainage.

They

There was

lso mention of the point source discharge of sewage and
articularly those related to storm water runoff.
We see, though, that the 2 largest
ontributors are agriculture and abandoned mine drainage.
nd they account for about 5,400 miles of streams that are
egraded combined.

Growing Greener has been funding

arious projects to address both of those areas, and we
hink that's an important area for priority.
Mining, abandoned mine sources is the second
argest contribution.

And for many communities who live

djacent to yellow rivers, they know the enormous impact
hat that water quality has had on their communities. And
rankly, I've been involved in this area since the early
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60s and have watched communities that are in polluted
reas and see those communities disintegrate over my
ifetime.
But today, there is a change happening.
ould like to emphasize that change.
hange.

And I

It's an important

And that is the people living in these communities

re, for the first time in perhaps 100 years, excited about
heir future.

They think that there's hope to restore

hese waterways. And we think that Growing Greener has
one a great deal in giving them that hope for the future.
We believe that, that cleaning up waterways is
inked to cleaning up and improving the economic viability
f the communities.

In the anthracite region and the

ituminous region, many of these communities have seen
heir young people move away to other places that are more
ttractive, that have more environmental amenities. And we
hink that by restoring these communities, it will make
hose communities more attractive for future business.
Watersheds will not recover unless those
iving in the watersheds take ownership to heal the land
cars, to abate the multitude of nonpoint pollution
ources, and to address the other threats that are
hallenging their communities.

Growing Greener has been

roviding critical funding to make this rekindled hope a
eality.
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And I would like to conclude by saying that we
ppreciate the legislature's willingness to consider new
ources of funding to keep Growing Greener going.

Thank

ou.
MR. GRAY:
hairman.

Thank you. And good morning, Mr.

Representative Hershey, members of the committee

nd staff, I'm grateful for the opportunity to speak with
ou this morning about the Growing Greener Program and its
nfluence on Pennsylvania's wildlife resources.
I am Randy Gray, State Director of the Nature
onservancy of the Pennsylvania Chapter.

The Nature

onservancy is a private nonprofit organization that finds
nd protects ecologically valuable lands and waters which
re the habitat for plants, animals, and natural
ommunities that represent the diversity of life on earth.
I also have the honor of serving as the chair
f the Pennsylvania Biodiversity Partnership, a group of
ublic and private organizations and institutions which has
s its mission to conserve biodiversity statewide by
ostering communication and cooperation among everyone
oncerned with natural resource values throughout the
tate.
It is an especially exciting time for the
artnership given that the state's theme for Earth Day 2002
s a "Focus on Biodiversity."

The Nature Conservancy, the
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ennsylvania Biodiversity Partnership, and natural
iversity conservation efforts across the Commonwealth have
enefitted directly from projects supported by the Growing
reener Program.
While my colleagues on this panel will address
ther important aspects of the Growing Greener package, the
rincipal focus of my remarks this morning will be the
mpact of Growing Greener funding on Pennsylvania's
iological resources, primarily but not exclusively through
he work of the Department of Conservation and Natural
esources.
The Environmental Stewardship and Protection
ct authorized DCNR to use its share to eliminate the
aintenance backlog in state parks, provide funds for
ecreational trails and local parks, and protect open space
nd natural diversity.
Under the provisions of the Act, agencies
eceive funds according to percentage allocations.

To

ate, after adjusting for the effects of the budget freeze
nd proposed referrals, Growing Greener contribution to the
epartment has been approximately $77 million.
So far, approximately 59 million has been
pent on 34 projects involving repairs and upgrades to
oads, bridges, sewer and water systems, campsites, and
abins, buildings, dams, marinas, trails, and other needed
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mprovements.
So far, approximately 18 million in Growing
reener funding has been used to support 84 projects to the
epartment's Community Conservation Partnership Grant
rograms which also receive funding from the Keystone
ecreation, Park and Conservation Fund; Heritage Parks; and
ederal sources.
These programs were designed to help
ommunities and organizations meet their conservation and
ecreation goals through matching grants to acquire land to
rrotect open space and critical natural habitat, to
onserve river resources, to create greenways and rail
rails, to build community parks and playgrounds, and to
romote and enhance heritage tourism through the
snnsylvania Heritage Parks Program.
Almost all of these grants, grant programs
equire a 50 percent match by recipients, a critically
nportant feature, as it assures that there is local
ommitment to the project and that the state's contribution
s leveraged to make the most of the public dollars
nvested.
Local demand for these programs is consistent
nd strong.

DCNR's most recent round of grant requests

stalled almost $80 million with only 8 million available
a Growing Greener funds. Overall demand for these grant
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rograms far exceeds available resources.
The land trust program, primarily funded
hrough the state's Key '93 and Growing Greener
nitiatives, consistently meets less than half of the
equests for funding.
In his recent budget testimony, Secretary
liver stated that, "Our native plants and animals are key
o the overall natural integrity of the state, and DCNR
orks with limited resources to protect them."

The Growing

reener statute authorizes DCNR to provide funds to a
ounty or other municipality and authorized organizations
or the purpose of research, planning, inventories, and
echnical assistance, intended to protect and conserve the
iological diversity of this Commonwealth.
Through targeted natural diversity
nitiatives, DCNR has provided approximately $1 million in
rowing Greener funds through the Wild Resources
onservation Fund to support 53 wildlife projects. DCNR
as also provided $600,000 through WRCF to support the
ompletion of County Natural Area, or Heritage,
nventories.
The Department is to be commended for its
ommitment to funding biodiversity-related projects; for
ts continued willingness to allocate Growing Greener
ollars to the WRCF, CNAIs; and for its efforts to
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trengthen the Commonwealth's investment in the PNDI,
ennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory, a database
aintained by DCNR in partnership with the Western
ennsylvania Conservancy, the Nature Conservancy, which
ouses information on rare species and exemplary natural
ommunities across Pennsylvania.
The Wild Resources Conservation Fund uses
axpayer contributed funds and funds from license plate
ales to support research, conservation, and restoration of
he Commonwealth's wild plants and nongame animals.
unding levels for this program are uncertain due to marked
eclines in revenue from traditional sources, a roughly 70
ercent drop since 1994/'95.
Grants for nongame research and activities
ypically address recommendations made by DCNR, the
ennsylvania Game Commission, and the Pennsylvania Fish and
oat Commission.

The welcome infusion of Growing Greener

ollars over the past 2 years has helped the WRCF continue
ts important work.
Although modest in comparison to other Growing
reener Program expenditures, the investment in these
rojects provides the Commonwealth with an impressive
eturn.

Through WRCF, Growing Greener has supported the

fforts of the Pennsylvania Biodiversity Partnership to
evelop a statewide biodiversity conservation plan.
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It has helped Pennsylvania Audubon to begin
ork on the Susquehanna River Birding and Wildlife Trail.
t provides funds to the Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay to
evelop a citizens guide on invasive plants. And it has
upported a variety of crucial wildlife research and
ducation projects, many involving plants and animals of
pecial concern.
Nevertheless, no secure funding mechanism
xists to protect the more than 400 species of nongame
ildlife in Pennsylvania.

Typically, the office receives

equests for more than double the amount of funding
vailable for these projects. Without Growing Greener,
ome projections suggest that the balance of the WRCF could
ventually drop to the point where it will be unable to
ward any further grants.
As noted above, Growing Greener has also
upported CNAIs.

CNAIs offer counties detailed information

bout known outstanding natural features.

It relates

nowledge that can help prevent conflicts over land use,
ocus conservation work at the most vulnerable sites, and
rovide local and county planners with a prioritized list
f sensitive areas that can serve as an outline for open
pace and conservation planning.
Begun in 1988, the CNAI program is a
artnership between county governments, DCNR, the Nature
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lonservancy, and the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy.
nventories are done on a county or multicounty basis with
nformation provided to county government and incorporated
nto the PNDI.
A CNAI is not a regulatory program.

The

nventory provides government officials and public and
rivate development agencies with an important up-front
ool to use in making decisions about open space protection
nd growth.

The inventory is designed to identify areas

here more thought and planning will need to be done to
nsure that development and species or habitats of concern
an coexist.

The information is intended to be used early

n the planning process, well before permits are used,
oney is spent, and ground is broken.
Nature Conservancy's experience with Growing
reener is not limited to CNAIs or WRCF research projects.
e currently are working with DEP, DCNR, and the Western
ennsylvania Conservancy on a project involving the
lassification of Pennsylvania's aquatic communities.
The project has received Growing Greener
unding from DEP, and an application to DCNR is pending.
he project will develop standard aquatic ecosystem
lassifications and reference conditions, which will allow
onservation planners to identify and map existing
ocations of freshwater plants and animals and their
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abitats across the state and to assess their relative
onservation priority.
As stated earlier, rivers and streams in
ennsylvania support a diverse array of aquatic life. And
he state hosts aquatic habitats that are globally unique,
iological treasures that deserve protection.

Protection

f these aquatic resources and the restoration where they
re impaired are essential activities, but insufficient
nformation about the Commonwealth's freshwater biological
iversity hampers effective conservation.
This project will help identify the highest
riority areas for aquatic resource protection as well as
ugment and strengthen statewide conservation programs
hile providing important data to watershed groups and
ther organizations to assist local watershed planning,
rotection, and restoration efforts.
An aquatic community classification will also
ave numerous recreational benefits.

Fish and invertebrate

ommunities of aquatic systems will be described and can be
eferenced by anglers and fisheries management agencies.
eneral descriptions of stream systems will be useful to a
umber of recreational users such as canoers and kayakers.
Descriptions of communities will also have
reat educational value.

Such information can be

ncorporated into placards along trails or used by
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nterpretive naturalists and teachers to explain the unique
haracteristics of local water resources.
It is clear that the Growing Greener Program
as released unprecedented energy into the practice of
ocal conservation in Pennsylvania.

It also seems clear

hat in order to make good on these investments, sustained
nd stable support for community watershed and conservation
rojects is vital.
As noted earlier, there is much more work to
e done to complete county inventories, upgrade PNDI,
ulfill the unmet demand for wildlife conservation
rojects, and respond to local open space, park, and
ecreation, critical habitat protection, watershed, and
ther conservation needs.
Natural lands, clean water, and the biological
esources and services they support represent key holdings
n Pennsylvania's economic portfolio.

Now more than ever,

t is vitally important that we safeguard the foundation of
ennsylvania's common wealth, the natural assets which help
uffer the state against economic turbulence.
Tough times call for an aggressive investment
n our natural capital. As prudent investors, we must
dentify trends which threaten Pennsylvania's world-class
atural resources and be prepared to respond appropriately
o protect their value.
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There is much worth saving, as our
ommonwealth is exceptionally rich in natural diversity.
nd through programs such as the Keystone Fund and Growing
reener, we have made considerable progress.

But looking

round the state of Pennsylvania, it is easy to find
vidence of the need for strong new investments in
onservation, for open space protection, farmland
reservation, water quality protection, conservation of
orking forests, protection of wildlife habitat and
mportant natural areas.
I believe the true value of Growing Greener
esides in its dual emphasis on community involvement and
onservation results, themes which the Nature Conservancy
lso strives to integrate into our work.

The focus of

ature Conservancy of Pennsylvania is protection of the
iological diversity of Pennsylvania.
In our vision for achieving this goal, people
ust be a part of the solution.

To protect those sites

ost critical to the preservation of our biodiversity,
onservation must be rooted in the community.

This local

rientation helps explain the success and strength of
rowing Greener.
The dark clouds on the horizon represent the
ncertainty created by the Commonwealth's current fiscal
ituation, resulting funding cutbacks affecting Growing
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reener and the Keystone Program, and the knowledge that
unding authorization for the Growing Greener Program is
cheduled to end in fiscal year 2003/2004.
We therefore applaud the committee for its
imely review of the Growing Greener Program.

In addition,

e thank the members of the committee who have already
esponded to this issue through the introduction of
egislation; notably, Representative Harper, Representative
evdansky, Representative Steelman, and Representative
ubley.
I know that Andrew McElwaine intends to delve
nto this matter more deeply and will offer the collective
houghts and recommendations of a number of environmental
nd conservation organizations on this important subject.
Effective conservation work responds to
ommunity needs and priorities.

People need land and

atural resources for economic growth and prosperity.
eople live and work on these natural landscapes.

In many

ases, these local residents are working with their local
and trust and watershed group to protect open space,
ildlife, and important natural areas.
The tasks are challenging, and it will be
ifficult for these communities to go it alone.
redictable, reliable, and sufficient levels of funding
ill be required to carry on the promise of Growing Greener
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nd deal effectively with our unmet conservation needs.
It is our hope that we can work with this
ommittee and the General Assembly to assure that progress
ade to date by the Growing Greener and Keystone Programs
an be preserved, sustained, and enhanced in the future.
hank you for the opportunity to appear before you today.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you, Randy.

I'm

oing to ask the next presenters to try to watch for
uplication because we're running a little short on time.
e want to give time to our committee to ask questions.
hank you.
MR. LOZA:
orning.

I'll keep that in mind.

Good

The Pennsylvania Land Trust Association is a

onprofit corporation.

Fifty-eight nonprofit conservation

rganizations comprise our voting membership.

Members

nclude easy-to-recognize organizations such as the Nature
onservancy.

Members also include numerous less familiar,

ocally-based organizations.
The Pennsylvania Land Trust Association's
ission is to promote voluntary land conservation.
hat is voluntary land conservation?
reely taken by a landowner.

But

It is an action

It is an action to

ermanently protect conservation values of the property by
ransferring the land or development rights to a land trust
r to a government conservation agency.
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A land trust is a conservation organization
hat conserves land by purchasing or accepting donations of
and and development rights.

Land trust work is

undamentally based on voluntary agreements with
andowners.

It is fundamentally based on creating projects

ith win/win solutions.
Eighty-six thousand Pennsylvanians count
hemselves as members of these land trusts, and for good
eason.

Land trusts are remarkably successful in

rotecting open spaces important to people.
ithout environmental regulations.

They do it

They do it without

onflict.
Land trusts can have many staff working
tatewide.

They can be all volunteer organizations focused

n a single municipality or watershed.

More than

wo-thirds of Pennsylvania's land trusts fit this latter
ategory.

They are fully volunteer operations.

This bears

epeating.
More than two-thirds of Pennsylvania's land
rusts are fully volunteer.

Pennsylvania's land trusts are

ssentially local people working to protect local lands.
hey are volunteers.

They are community leaders. They are

veryday people striving to make their communities better
laces to live.
Last year, we surveyed Pennsylvania's land
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rusts to find out where they are working.

Excluding the

ature Conservancy and Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, 2
f the largest organizations in the state, we found out
hat the more local organizations have completed projects
n 53 of Pennsylvania's 67 counties.
These local organizations hope to be working
n another 6 counties in the not too far future. And since
and trusts are homegrown, you never know when a new land
rust might spring up in one of the remaining 8 counties.
Land trusts vary in their conservation
riorities.

Being strongly grounded in communities, their

riorities reflect the varying needs, goals, and interests
f Pennsylvania's diverse communities.

Some protect

roductive farmland, some working forests.

Some focus on

unting grounds, others on biodiversity or threatened
pecies.
Land trusts preserve scenic views, secure
reenways for recreational trails and wildlife.

They

ecure lands for new municipal parks, for community
ardens, and nature preserves.

They conserve lands to

rotect the water quality of our rivers, streams, and
roundwater.

Some land trusts work on all of these areas.

ome just focus on 1 or 2 of these areas.
Land trusts ,have been responsible for creating
ome of Pennsylvania's best-known treasures.
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[oraine and Ohiopyle State Parks have their origins in land
cquisitions by the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy.
'here are also countless local jewels that have been
irotected by smaller land trusts across the Commonwealth.
For example, a land trust, the Mt. Nittany
lonservancy, conserved several hundred acres in Mt.
ittany, the most prominent natural landmark in the center
egion and Penn State.

The Neighborhood Gardens

.ssociation, a Philadelphia land trust, holds title to 22
arcels lovingly tended as community gardens by
eighborhood gardeners.
The Wildlands Conservancy helped protect the
ite where Washington made his historic crossing of the
elaware River.

In Lackawanna County, the Countryside

onservancy worked with a landowner to protect a popular
hristmas tree farm.
The Allegheny Land Trust systematically
cquired and protected lands identified by the County of
llegheny as being high natural significance.
and trusts continues and is accelerating.

The work of

Along the West

ranch of the Susquehanna, a partnership of land trusts
urchased and transferred 4,200 acres to the Game
ommission for elk re-introduction and to the Bureau of
orestry for public camping.
In South Central Pennsylvania, you have the
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ancaster Farmland Trust, the Land Conservancy of Adams
ounty, and the Farm & Natural Lands Trust of York County
ork in their respective counties to preserve farming
ommunities and farmland.
The Delaware Highlands Conservancy is
onserving open space in Wayne and Pike Counties. The
brthfork Conservancy buys land for recreation and
ducation in Jefferson County, the Montgomery County Lands
rust, the Somerset County Conservancy, the Armstrong
ounty Conservancy, the Lake Erie Region Conservancy, the
onneaut Lake-French Creek Valley Conservancy.

The list

oes on and on.
But why is Growing Greener relevant to these
and trusts, and why is Keystone relevant?

Land trusts

rotect open space by accepting donations of land and
evelopment rights.

If a landowner donation is not

orthcoming, the land trust must buy that land where the
evelopment rights are.
Land trusts typically draw their financial
upport from a variety of sources, including individuals,
oundations, businesses, and all levels of government.

No

ne source is sufficient to meet needs, and state funding
s a critical part of the funding mix.
Roughly 19 percent of overall land trust
unding comes from DCNR and DEP grants which are funded in
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urn from the Keystone Recreation, Park, and Conservation
und and Growing Greener.

Without this 19 percent, many

reat local projects simply would not happen.
Conversely, if more state money would be made
vailable, last trusts are positioned to leverage it
eavily with local funding to create more and better
rojects.

The state's Keystone Fund was established in

993 with a permanent and dedicated funding stream for
ommunity parks and conservation.
The Keystone Fund exists because the General
ssembly recognized that parks and conservation needed
onsistent funding in all economic times, both good and
ad.

Please think twice before stripping the Keystone Fund

f its dedicated funding as proposed by the Budget Office
or this and the coming fiscal year.

Likewise, please

onsider seriously the establishment of permanent and
edicated funding for Growing Greener as our coalition of
roups is proposing.
I noticed that local municipalities and
articularly their park and recreation boards are not among
hose speaking today.

This might be a result of them all

eing at this week's Pennsylvania Park and Recreation
onference.
I would like to close by observing that many
acal municipalities are engaging in activities similar to
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hose of land trusts.

In fact, oftentimes, land trusts and

unicipalities are working in very close cooperation.
Keystone is the key source of funding for
unicipal park and recreation projects. Growing Greener
lso supports municipal programs.

Keystone and Growing

reener both help local people help their local
ommunities, whether it's via the local rec. board or via a
arid trust.
Please help people help themselves by
upporting Keystone and Growing Greener.

Thank you for

our time.
MR. McELWAINE:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And

have a statement, which I'll now just dispense with in
he interest of time except for reading one sentence, which
s to say that Growing Greener is a truly unique
artnership.
The question from, I believe, Representative
rmstrong was how did Mr. Dawes' program operate prior to
rowing Greener?

And indeed, when the Western Pennsylvania

atershed Protection Program got started with a $125,000
rant from Howard Heinz, it really funded its projects on
ts own because the way the state funded programs like that
n the past was that the Bureau of Abandoned Mine
eclamation would take its federal money for abandoned mine
and under Title IV of SMCRA, the Surface Mining Control
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eclamation Act.
The Bureau would put out an RFP.

Contractors

ould bid on the work, get a contract, and go out and dig
rid fill and dredge and do what they did for lots of money.
nd the role of watershed organizations, community
rganizations was nothing.
What has happened under Growing Greener is
hat traditional top-down, command and control, government
riows best approach to dealing with these problems has
artially subsided.

And instead, a partnership has been

reated between community organizations, private funders
ike the Heinz Endowments and the Mellon Foundation, and
ood people like John Dawes to try to deal with these
roblems at a fraction of the cost of what the private
ector contractors would have come up with through
agineering and other solutions such as the passive
reatment systems John very ably put out.
So Growing Greener has changed the table for
ealing with environmental problems in Pennsylvania. And,
ou know, we can argue, as Representative George did, about
ow it's funded.
hat.

And I agree with some of his comments on

But I think we need to recognize what's happened

ecause we have a new dynamic at work in the fields of
ennsylvania, and that's very important.
I want to present very briefly the proposal
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ur groups have for the reauthorization of Growing Greener.
t is very exciting to be able to talk about continuing
his program.

We do believe that the tipping fee at $5 a

on as proposed by Representative Harper -- I'm sorry she
ouldn't be here today.

She's done outstanding work --we

elieve that that proposal is, is viable and effective at
5 a ton.
We believe that will generate approximately
145 million a year for the programs we support. And we
on't believe -- I appreciated Representative Surra's
uestion about becoming dependent on out-of-state garbage.
[y sense is that the laws of supply and demand will work.
nd if we raised the price of disposing of garbage in
ennsylvania, we'll get less of it.
And so we would support raising the price of
arbage disposal in Pennsylvania.

It's certainly not,

hough, Representative, a substitute for limiting
ut-of-state waste or putting a moratorium on it, which my
rganization has supported over the years.
The way in which we would request that the
rogram be funded going forward, in addition to generating
he money from the tipping fee, we believe it should go
orward as follows: The Department of Environmental
rotection should continue to receive $50 million a year, a
3 percent share of the money, to continue the programs
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:hat Larry Schweiger has discussed.
We believe Department of Conservation and
fatural Resources has a tremendous number of unmet needs,
>articularly needs in the area of land acquisition and also
Leeds in the area of habitat protection and species
:onservation, which Mr. Loza and Mr. Gray have addressed.
So we would propose bringing the Department of
lonservation and Natural Resources up from its current
evel of 32.3 million a year to 45 million a year and a 30
•ercent share of the overall package.

In addition, we

telieve the --we have not discussed the Department of
igriculture' s program.
Pennsylvania leads the nation in farmland
(reservation. And the Department of Agriculture's program
s nationally recognized in an enormous achievement in
icquiring easements for farmland development.

And it has

leen done, again, not through top-down, command and control
>ut through the remarkable work of organizations in
Ihester, Lancaster, York, and other counties, farmland
•reservation boards and volunteer organizations who have
lade Pennsylvania the nation's leader in acquisition of
armland easements.
We do support, as Representative Levdansky
ndicated, provision of funding for Main Street, Elm
Itreet, and related downtown programs with the
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nderstanding that the preservation of existing
ommunities, not just the major cities but the Coatesvilles
nd the Downingtowns of Pennsylvania, will help protect
pen space and the environment.
We also would support provision of funding for
ild Resources Conservation Fund and either through them or
irectly to the Fish and Game Commission.

Lastly, we

elieve that PennVEST, which currently receives $31 million
year from Growing Greener, that money is inadequate to
ddress the multibillion dollar problem of water and sewer
n Pennsylvania:
And we support efforts of the Pennsylvania
conomy League, the Allegheny Conference, and others to
rovide dedicated funding separately from Growing Greener
or the upgrade of water and sewer systems in Pennsylvania.
would note that Senator Ray Musto from Lackawanna -- I'm
orry -- Luzerne County has proposed a billion dollar bond
ssue\for water and sewer upgrades to deal with sanitary
ewer and combined sewer overflow problems.
We support that and believe that PennVEST
hould receive that funding for the capital improvements
eeded rather than the very small amount of Growing Greener
oney.
I'd be happy to answer any questions, as would
y colleagues, about our proposal and appreciate the
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pportunity to submit it to you.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you for your

reservations and your insight. And I'm going to ask the
anel to keep their questions short in respect of time to
tie next panel. And I'll start with Representative
ansacz.

Any comments or questions?
REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ: Thank you, Chairman

ershey.

I just have a few questions.

One for Andrew

oza, is it?
MR. LOZA: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ:

I know you mentioned

ome projects particularly around the state.

I was

ondering what type of projects are you planning on funding
r are funding in the northeast part of the state?
MR. LOZA:

In the northeast, there is the

slaware Highlands Conservancy for one, working in Wayne
rid Pike Counties. You have a number of other land trusts
orking up in that area, the North Branch Land Trust. You
ave the --on the spot blank, I'd be happy to share with
ou the several land trusts that are working up in that
rea.

Countryside Conservancy is another one.
I'd be happy afterwards to rack my brain a

ittle bit further and give you other organizations. But
here's quite a number, and they're all looking towards
aystone and Growing Greener to fund their various
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>rojects.
REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ: And my next question
.s for Andrew -MR. McELWAINE: McElwaine.
REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ:
iave my glasses on.

I'm sorry.

I don't

I can't read it.

MR. McELWAINE:

I can sympathize with that.

REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ:

I was a little late

.n attending today as far as the earlier discussions on the
[ependencies of tipping fees on our out-of-state waste. I
[uess my suggestion to all the groups is we all want
lermanent funding for Growing Greener.
But where a few of my colleagues have concerns
.bout is that it's going to come at the expense of never
•eing able to do anything to stop the out-of-state trash
mportation.

I would just urge you, when you are talking

.bout permanent funding, to put in there that at the same
ime you would not, you would also like to see something
lone about the out-of-state trash and start to limit the
apacity because I believe in every testimony, nobody's
lentioned it. And I know you mentioned it afterwards in
onversation.
But I would like to see that in the testimony
o reassure members of the General Assembly that this is an
mportant issue.

This is a quality of life issue.
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omething that affects all of us here in Pennsylvania.

We

o have to stop it.
It went from 12 million tons, as you're
aying, to about 15 million tons this year.

And we just

an't afford to get caught up in saying, Well, let's
ncrease it because we get more money for funding other
rojects.

It's really going to help one hand and cut off

he other hand at the same time.
MR. McELWAINE:

Representative, that's an

xcellent point. And we'll make an adjustment accordingly.
MR. LOZA:
hat.

If I could add just 2 cents on

I think where the groups are coming from here today

nd where our focus has been is, and where we're coming
rom is that there's basically 2 tracks we can work on.
ne is the regulatory track.

And then there's the

onregulatory track that's based on community partnerships,
ased on volunteer work, based on leveraging huge local
esources.
I think the focus that we've been on with
rowing Greener or its successor is that voluntary
onregulatory track.

I think we all at the same time

upport the regulatory track.

It's just something that we

lew as the other half.
And I think most of our organizations are very
nterested in that regulatory track.

It's just not our
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articular focus in this particular package.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Representative Vitali,

3 you have any short comments?
REPRESENTATIVE VITALI: No.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
spresentative Surra.

Thank you.

I'm going to move right up the line.

lank you.
REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:
lairman.

Thank you, Mr.

First a bit of a comment.

I want you to know

lat I don't know if there is a member in this General
3sembly that supports, gives you more support for all the
Drk that you do than I do.
And I only wish that we would have been
iccessful in, originally when we did Growing Greener, in
roviding a dedicated funding stream so we would not be
2ld to the ups and downs of our budgetary problems. And I
D want to deal with this issue, and I want to continue to
and these issues.
But I have grave concerns when I hear Mr. Gray
ay, you know, we need to sustain the stable support; we
sed predictable, reliable, and sufficient funding. Mr.
^Elwaine:

Dedicated permanent source of funding. And

len in the next breath, you say, Well, we're going to do
lis through a tipping fee.
I mean, we're going to be on the IV of waste.
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mean, I think there's a serious problem.

And we can sit

here and say, Well, we're getting 15 million tons of
ut-of-state waste a year.

Let's make some money on it.

But I mean, how do you look --25 million tons
eing buried in Pennsylvania every year.

How are we going

o start reducing our waste and recycling?

How do we

nprove on those things because you're going to be wanting
hat money?

Okay?

I mean, you do good work.

I mean, I kind of look at this as we're
uilding a new church with the proceeds that come from the
ocal house of ill repute.

I mean, I want to build a new

hurch; but I don't want to fund a whorehouse.

And I will

snture to guess that in future years, I won't be here.
one of us are going to be here.
But there will be panels talking about, well,
ou know, we had these communities with these mountains,
illions and millions of tons of waste that now they have
hese terrible methane problems and groundwater pollution
rid surface water pollution and odors. And boy, we need to
sme up with a funding source to take care of it.
I mean, I have concerns.

That might be the

rily way we need to do it. That might be what we have to
o.

But I don't know that we should be out there cleaning

p our former environmental sins by getting money from
tiese monuments of excess that we're building in
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Pennsylvania through our waste stream.
And I just would like to ask, Is there any
jther way that you can see that we can pay for this stuff?
MR. SCHWEIGER:

Representative Surra, I

sympathize with what you're saying very much. And I look
aack to the year when Philadelphia tried to export its
faste to New Jersey and ended up, there was a lawsuit that
jnded up at the Supreme Court that said basically that the
states could not, could not -REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

We're going to talk

ibout interstate commerce.
MR. SCHWEIGER:
:ommerce.

Yeah.

So it's interstate

So what that for me says is that only Congress

ind Congress alone can control this.

I don't know Congress

my better than anyone else here. But I do believe that
;hat's going to be a very difficult fight in Congress
jecause in fact we are all just about to undertake shipping
jf waste to Nevada for disposal of nuclear power waste.
There's a lot of, there are a lot of states
)ut there shipping waste into states like Pennsylvania.
3o, you know, when you look around at the votes in
Congress, I think it's going to be a hard sell in Congress
:o get Congress to act on this.
i good thing to do.

That doesn't mean it's not

It just means --

REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

There's a bill sitting
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n Senate right now, 1436, which would allow us to deal
ith this issue.
MR. SCHWEIGER:

I realize that.

REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

And how are you going

o support that when it's like, wow, many of these programs
hat we're, we want to do are going to lose revenue now?
MR. SCHWEIGER:

Well, my personal view is if

e, if this were enacted, the $5 tipping fee will in fact
iscourage and be a disincentive for out-of-state waste.
ow much that impacts that flow, you know, we could guess
t that.

But until we have some economic studies, we can't

ay it for certain.
But certainly, when you add $5 to the price of
ringing trash into Pennsylvania per ton, it's going to
iscourage people from doing that.
or other places.

They're going to look

So while we can't outlaw it, we can

reate a disincentive for bringing trash in. And we think
hat's what this does.
We also believe that if the revenue begins to
all because we in fact enact other legislation that makes
t more difficult or become much more aggressive in
ransportation problems related to trash hauling, whatever,
e would then come back to the legislature to help us find
sw revenue for Growing Greener.
We also are very sympathetic to the idea of
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.oing bonds. There are other options. And, you know,
e've not precluded any of those options. But clearly,
his is an option at this point that makes sense to us.
MR. McELWAINE:
ollow-up.

Just a one, one-sentence

Having once represented the recycling

ndustry -- I think certainly Rick Allen can correct me if
'm wrong because I see he's in the room -- raising the
iost of disposal will make recycling more competitive.
'here's no question of that.

They are competing with one

nother in the marketplace.
And if we raise the price of throwing the
tuff in a hole in the ground, I think there's little
uestion that more of it will find its way into the
ecycling process than not.

So I think that is a, an

rgument for the proposal.
And lastly, I just remember when I worked for
enator Heinz, Senator Russel Long was chairman of the
inance Committee. And Russel Long used to say, Don't tax
ou.

Don't tax me. Tax the fellow behind the tree. Half

f this waste is coming in from out of state.
So the fellow behind the tree is a target for
laying for some of the environmental impact that all this
iut-of-state garbage is imposing on us.
REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

And just one more

omment, if you would, Mr. Chairman.

I talked way too long
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lready, and I apologize.
Dme of these issues.
roblem.

But I feel very strongly about

It is an interstate commerce

And you're correct.
But, you know, we do control the permitting in

snnsylvania.

And I've been involved in numerous fights.

tid our Department of Environmental Protection doesn't know
3w to say no.

Okay.

They always issue the permit.

tiey've never denied landfill expansion requests.
So I mean, on one hand, they say they're doing
irerything they can to stop this stuff. And if you look at
tie way they act, they do nothing to stop it.
3t your concern.

So that' s

But I mean, I'm tired of the bologna

asically.
And I understand what you're saying.

And I

now why you want to do what you want to do. And you're
trying to do good things. And when I hear words like
sdicated permanent funding source, that doesn't tell me
2're interested in doing anything about that problem.
lose are your words, not mine.

Thank you.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
spresentative Surra.

And

Thank you,

I just wanted to say Representative

aughlin came to me, and she has a landfill that was turned
3wn 5 times on their reopening.
5 can settle that.

And she wants to know how

So they have said no to a few people.

REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

None of the ones that
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'm familiar with.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY: Next.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Thank you, Mr.

hairman. And thank you all for your good testimony this
orning.
uestion.

And I have to make one quick comment and then a
But as a member of the PennVEST board for over 9

ears, I have to say that since the Growing Greener money
ame to PennVEST, that we have seen a very large increase
n the number of grants that have been given.
And the number of communities that could not
therwise address the problems they have with their water
nd sewer problems now are able to afford it because of the
rants that have been awarded them.

So I would hate to see

hat money cut out unless we are absolutely guaranteed
here was another source because it really has gone to a
ery good use.
MR. McELWAINE: We believe there should be
hat other source.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Yeah.

Okay.

Now, my

uestion is that since we have been talking about this
ssue of a dedicated fund, we've had all kinds of issues
nd groups coming out of the woodwork saying I want a part
f this.

So it's just begun to expand and expand.
And we have already heard from Mr. Gray on the

act that we don't have enough in Growing Greener as it
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tands now to fund the needs that are out there and the
umber of applications that are there. And we have
remendous needs, as we've heard from Mr. Schweiger and
thers, of environmental problems throughout the state.
And I personally feel that it's very important
o focus this money on environmental issues. And I just
ould like your response to that.
MR. McELWAINE:

I think Tim Schaeffer put it

ery well in the earlier panel, that we can't protect open
pace at the same time that we disinvest in the
oatesvilles and the Downingtowns; that the support for
xisting communities is essential and in particular, 2
rograms:

One, Representative Freeman introduced a bill

ith a tremendous amount of support and has passed is the
lm Street Program, which supports restoration of the
esidential component of existing boroughs and towns.
And the other is the Main Street Program.
e see those as environmental objectives.

And

We're not

eeking to expand the program significantly, but we do
elieve that that's an area that needs attention.
In addition, Mr. Gray spoke at length about
he importance of nongame species and habitat protection
hich is underfunded by Growing Greener.

Likewise, the

and trust program, which Mr. Loza addressed, is woefully
rider funded.
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And if we wait -- I know the situation in
loutheastern Pennsylvania far less well than those on this
•anel.

But I know we can't wait 4 or 5 or 6 more years to

und that land trust program for Southeastern Pennsylvania
»ecause there won't be anything there from the fund.
And Nancy Mohr I know is coming up after me.
ind she can, she can address that.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Thank you.

Thank you.

jid I think we'll have to have a continued ongoing
liscussion on this.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY: Next.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

Just following up on

rhat Representative Rubley has said.
loncerns.

And I share her

I think that we have made some tremendous cases

lere today for, from Mr. Dawes, Mr. Gray, Mr. Loza, and Mr.
ichweiger in terms of a lot of the environmental issues.
It was touched on briefly the issue of the
ewer systems that are overflowing and causing a lot of
•roblems. And I was interested to hear that being a big
ssue of Representative Frankel in the western part of the
itate.

It's a serious problem in the eastern part of the

itate.
So there's a tremendous demand for dollars
iirectly to deal with environmental problems out there.
jid that was really, to my way of thinking when we were
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utting this together, what we really focused on.

I spent

lot of my early years working very hard on this whole
ssue of boroughs versus countryside.
I have tremendous respect and support for the
ain Street and the Elm Street and some of the other
roposals that are being put forward.

But I also have

xtreme anxiety about starting to split some of these
onies off for those kinds of issues.
And I would just highlight that a little bit
nd point out, to put it in context, that if you think
bout southeastern area, there's nothing that is driving
usinesses and people out of the City of Philadelphia more
han the city wage tax.

There's been some substantial

iscussion about that.
Now, if we're going to start opening up
unding sources like this for the issue of trying to deal
ith land use issues generally and what is going to have a
reater or lesser effect, we're losing, we're having a lot
ore pressure put on the suburban areas by businesses and
eople fleeing from the City of Philadelphia than we are
rom the City of Coatesville.
And I think we ought to do everything we can
o help save Coatesville and places like that.

But I think

nee you start opening up this funding source to other
urposes, I've got some serious concerns about it. Thank
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rou.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you. And next

lown the line.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

I appreciate the

:ind words about the bond issue that I've proposed as a
3ort of a bridge before longer term funding could kick in.
Jut now we're also hearing some suggestions from this panel
;hat we should perhaps be looking at larger bond issues,
>articularly in terms of PennVEST funding.
Or am I understanding correctly potentially in
;erms of providing a larger source of money for Growing
Jreener and associating kinds of projects?

Could you

jxpand on that a little bit?
MR. McELWAINE: Absolutely.
rauld be of tremendous help.

Your proposal

The -- but the issue of water

tnd sewer is, you know, in Southeastern Pennsylvania,
festern Pennsylvania a critical issue.

The Pennsylvania

!conomy League and the Allegheny Conference in Pittsburgh
lave been working very long and hard.
Both Larry and I serve on the task force
:or the Economy League, Representative Frankel as well,
:hat have been working on this issue. And they are in the
>rocess of developing a major funding proposal for PennVEST
:o deal with sewer overflows, sanitary sewer overflow and
iailing systems.
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We plan to support that effort when it takes
Lace and believe that that's really -- the bond issues
srmally should be used for capital improvements rather
lan operating expenses, just sort of a general principal.
id we feel strongly these are capital improvements of the
Lnd Representative George mentioned, highways and so
srth, and deserve to be funded out of bonds rather than
at of general fund.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Thank you.

And just

le comment that we've had some mention of the proposal to,
a strip out the dedicated funding source for the Keystone
screation Fund.

And for those of us who voted for that

ack in '93, we thought at the time that we were voting for
dedicated sustainable source of money for the projects
itlined in that legislation.
So I'm afraid that the take-home lesson is
lat now we're talking about a dedicated sustainable source
E funding through the tipping fee for the Growing Greener
rograms.

But there's no guarantee that in the future some

Dvernor may not decide to take that money that is being
snerated by the garbage tipping and use it for whatever
xnes into hand.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you. And

spresentative Frankel.
REPRESENTATIVE FRANKEL:

Thank you.
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i the Appropriations Committee, we just went through 3
aeks of budget hearings. And in comment to many of the
apartments when reviewing the Governor's budget, this
adget essentially, while be it talented as a budget that
sesn't raise taxes unique in Pennsylvania history, is
lifting costs around.
And we're seeing another shift at least
sferring the ability of Growing Greener to address some of
le issues that it's been inundated to deal with.

But

lere are other areas of the budget that there are cost
lifts.

And many of them fall to local government, whether

t's our school districts because education's not being
anded appropriately, our transit authorities which are
Doking at transit increases because transit's not being
inded appropriately.
I have been supportive during my comments at
le Appropriations hearings of the tipping fee as a way to
idress this issue.

But I think we need to recognize the

act that it too is a shifting of cost from state
svernment to municipal government because the fact of the
atter is, while half of the tipping fee may come from
at-of-state trash, the rest of it is going to come from
seal government.
And for instance, in the City of Pittsburgh, I
3ked the budget office there to give me an estimate of
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hat the cost would be to the City of Pittsburgh for, with
he tipping fee. The estimate I have is close to a million
rid a half dollars. And that is an enormous burden.
Those of you from Western Pennsylvania know
tie difficulty of, fiscal difficulties we have as a
unicipality.

You also know the difficulties we've had

ith the mayor's proposal to deal with the garbage fee in
tie past.

So there's no political possibility to look at

hat in terms of implementing it.
We need to be cognizant of this.

I think

here needs to be a way to mitigate the cost to municipal
overnment if we're going to look at the tipping fee as a
olution or part of the solution of doing this because we
an't differentiate constitutionally between out-of-state
rash and instate trash.
And I think I would be very reluctant, I
hink, as much as I want to see Growing Greener funded, to
npose another cost on the City of Pittsburgh given its
iscal dilemmas without having some way -- and I may differ
ith Representative Ross here --of finding some way to
ompensate the city for that additional cost.
A million and a half may not sound like a
reat deal.

But a city that has a $330 million operating

udget that is on the verge of being in a deficit at any
ament, it is an enormous burden. And it's to our citizens
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n the City of Pittsburgh dealing with the property tax
ituation.
I think there is no temperament to look at
ncreases of fees or taxes. And I think that we need to
ave that in the calculation and discussion as we move
orward with this.

And I'm going to -- I think my support

or this is going to be contingent on being able to address
hat issue in some way.
The Main Street Program may be some way that
oesn't necessarily deal with the operating budget.

So I

ant to put that into the equation, sensitize you to that.
nd maybe you'd like to comment about it.
MR. SCHWEIGER:

Representative Frankel, I

hink there are a couple of points I'd like to make. One,
here is money coming back to Pittsburgh.

For example, the

Mile Run Project is funded out of Growing Greener.

So

here are revenues. And we can get those exact dollars for
ou.
MR. McELWAINE:

It's 1.9 million.

MR. SCHWEIGER:

1.9 million on 9 Mile alone.

o there is money coming back. ,But in addition to that,
he proposal that we've suggested includes money, about 10
illion a year, that will go to community conservation
rojects.

And we're also recommending that 10 million of

he money that were lease-back back to the general fund
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ill continue to fund the line items in the budget.
So the total 20 million recommended in that
ackage would help address some of the issues you're
oncerned about.

The average home owner produces about

ight-tenths of a ton of waste a year.

So if you add up

he total, we're talking about a dollar a month per person
n general.
REPRESENTATIVE FRANKEL:
eems reasonable.

I recognize that it

But I think if you just -- it's just the

olitical dilemma that we have.
MR. McELWAINE:

Representative, we wouldn't

e -- the proposed budget cuts of Growing Greener are, this
roposal would take all 121 million out of the fund. And
o certainly, when you suddenly got an extra 50 million in
he budget, there's some things that need to be done. So
e'll be glad to talk to you about it.
REPRESENTATIVE FRANKEL:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you very much.

Representative

rmstrong.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMSTRONG:

I'm fine. Thank

ou.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

epresentative Wright, any comments or questions?
REPRESENTATIVE WRIGHT:

Just a short comment.

he mayor of Erie has already told me that he would not
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upport growing, or increasing tipping fees for funding
rowing Greener.

And so this is a dilemma because I am

upporting this issue.

This is going to be a hardship.

ven though it may only be a dollar per household, it still
dds up. And so it's something that I have to consider.
And so many other fees that municipalities and
ndividuals are paying are going up.
ombination that makes this tough.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

So it's the

But it's a good idea.
Representative

evdansky.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:
hairman.

Thank you, Mr.

I have a couple of issues that I'd just like to

ocus on here in my time. And the first one is the issue
hat essentially has been brought up by the questioning
rom Representatives Ross and Frankel focusing on this
ssue of 2 contrasting positions here.
And I think this, you know -- I got a
ewspaper article that I think really hits, describes the
ssue perfectly.

And this is a quote:

The Borough of

atboro is built up. And we don't have a whole lot of use
or the Growing Greener Program, said its Borough manager.
ut why should residents who are strapped with taxes to
egin with be forced to pay additional revenue for a
rogram that's not going to affect them?
Now, the response to Representative Frankel,
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r

ou pointed out, Mr. Schweiger, that 9 Mile Run gets 1.9

lillion. That's from existing revenue that the City of
'ittsburgh taxpayers pay to the state as well as everybody
lse.

We're talking about a new, a new source of revenue.

ikay?
I think it's extremely important if you want
olitical support from legislators that represent more than
ust townships and rural areas of the state, if you want
upport from those of us that represent cities and
oroughs, okay, there has to be something in this proposal
o help with cities and boroughs and the revitalization
fforts, which. I happen to think -- and Mr. McElwaine, in
our testimony -- I want to commend you -- you seem to see
he, the importance of the connectivity between
evitalizing our downtowns and protecting our green spaces
ut in rural Pennsylvania.
So just the first question I have for you
entlemen is, you know, just a quick yes or no.

Do you and

our organizations support comprehensive funding for
rowing Greener as well as the downtown revitalization
omponent much like I've laid out in the amendment that
've offered in legislation?
MR. McELWAINE: We support our specific
roposals attached in my testimony.

And I'd just like to

cknowledge my debt to Jan Jarrett of PennFuture as well as
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o Larry and others for the intellectual content of this.
iiit the proposal that' s attached to my testimony would
irovide $20 million annually to the programs you mentioned.
nd that was borne from all of us at the table.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:

Okay.

Now, let

le -- my second question, let me follow up on that
articular proposal.

The Wild Resources Conservation Fund

n the last few years, its financial liability has been
ustained in large part because of the funding that it's
eceived from DCNR and from Growing Greener.
But it depends outside of this Growing Greener
unding.

It really depends on declining revenue sources

rom the personal income tax checkoff and from the sale of
icense plates.

I mean, this entity is practically a

onviable agency.
It depends on the DCNR to have a place for its
ffice to be located.

It has very few staff.

It has, it

as, you know, little funding, again, outside of the
rowing Greener, DCNR funding it's realized in the last few
ears.

Isn't it maybe about time, especially in the

ontext of increasing revenues to provide funding, isn't it
ime maybe that we also think about merging the Wild
esources Conservation Fund into DCNR since it's already
ocated there?
Since it already gets most of its money from
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)CNR, ought we not maybe look at merging the fund into the
>perations of DCNR?
MR. SCHWEIGER:

I can respond to that. The

>ast -- the existing Growing Greener funding actually did
:hat, remove Wild Resources as an agency under DCNR. Now,
>ne of the questions is, Can we use general fund monies to
staff that program?

That's another question.

And that, in my mind, is currently not
•esolved.

And maybe that's what you're speaking about.

lut in fact, the existing Growing Greener law does shift as
L part of its overall purpose the Wild Resources
tonservation Fund into the DCNR.
That was one of the compromises that was
itruck at the last minute when Growing Greener was passed
.n '99.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:
>y, you know, a board.

But it's governed

I mean --

MR. SCHWEIGER: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:

-- maybe we ought

o just look at making, you know -- since there seems to be
he trend towards, you know, merging them into DCNR, maybe
hat's just what we ought to do, you know.

And I only

aise that because in your proposal that you all put
ogether, you essentially propose to spend money to manage
md protect all the wildlife resources in the state by
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ihanneling $15 million approximately to the Wild Resources
lonservation Fund.
I just want to point out that it is
istablished state policy in both Title 34 and Title 38.
Istablished law in statute already require the Pennsylvania
lame Commission to manage all birds and mammals. All bird
.nd mammal life in the state is to be managed in the
nterest of all Pennsylvanians by the Game Commission.
And Title 38 establishes the Pennsylvania Fish
nd Boat Commission.

Their jurisdiction isn't just fish.

nd it's not just fish that fisherman seek.

It's all

quatic resources, all reptiles, all amphibians. All fish
ife and aquatic life is managed in the interest of all
'ennsylvanians by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
lommission.
So given the fact that we have 2 -- and these
state agencies have, they have all kind of biologists and
echnical experts.

I mean, they're the ones that do the

dological inventories out there, not the Wild Resources
lonservation Fund.

Okay?

It's the actual staff of the

ennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, of Pennsylvania Game
lommission.
My question is, Rather than setting $15
lillion to the Wild Resources Conservation Fund who have
ittie staff, little expertise, why not just channel this
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toney to manage all of the, all of the aquatic and wildlife
esources in the state and protect them?

Why not just

hannel that money to both the Game and Fish Commissions
nd achieve that goal directly?
MR. McELWAINE: What we've recommended, David,
s a habitat budget, if you will, of $15 million which
r

ould be available for WRCF, Fish and Game.

ooted through WRCF.

It could be

It could be Fish and Game.

I think

r

e're not the experts on that.
And we just left it in our proposal as, you

now, we think $15 million a year should go for nongame
pecies, habitat protection, infrastructure, and other
ssues with the WRCF and the Commissions.

If the General

.ssembly is happier putting it through WRCF, that's fine.
If they'd rather give it to the Commissions
irectly, that's fine. We're okay either way.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:
o make that clear.

Okay.

I just want

So if we decide to just give it

irectly to the Game and Fish Commissions, you know, with
ome requirements as to how they spend that, you won't have
ny problem with that?
MR. McELWAINE:

No, sir.

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:

And just one final

oint.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Keep it short. We have
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o move on.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:

There's this,

here's this tension in the environmental community always
eems to be. And it's really unfortunate.

And, you know,

'm doing what I can to manage this tension.

But we

eed -- environmentalists in the state need not forget that
he very first environmentalists in this Commonwealth are
unters and anglers.
They've been paying dollars to protect all
ildlife, not just the fish that they fish for and the
nimals that they hunt.

Pennsylvania's sportsmen are the

irst environmentalists and conservationists in the state.
nd I think sometimes too many people in the environmental
ommunity seem to forget that.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you. And we're

oing to stop at that, and we'll go to the third
resentation.

When you folks are seated, will you please

ntroduce yourselves and begin.
ehind.

I'm sorry we're trailing

I tried to limit the questions, but some of the

anelists don't listen very well.
MR. FIRST: Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

Thank

ou, and thank you to the committee for having us this
orning.

Thank you for holding this hearing.

Growing

reener and Keystone '93 Programs are important to
ommunities across the Commonwealth.

And it's a pleasure
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o provide you with some highlights of our successes and
:heir implications for Pennsylvania's economy and the
[uality of life of our citizens.
I'm feeling a little bit like Zsa Zsa Gabor's
'th husband here in this morning's lineup.
lo.

I know what to

I'm just not sure how to make it exciting.

You've

ilready heard a lot of outstanding testimony; and
;herefore, I'm going to keep my comments brief and focused
in 2 points.
The first being that Growing Greener is a
Lecessary tool that Pennsylvania cannot afford to lose; and
second, open space protection is'sound economic policy that
•equires support.
Since opening our Pennsylvania office in May
»f 2000, the Conservation Fund and our community partners
Lave had great success with the Growing Greener and
[eystone '93 programs. Across the state, we have protected
,000 acres. And we currently have another 12,000 acres
mder contract.
The Keystone '93 Program was overwhelmingly
ossed by Pennsylvania's voters in 1993. And this program
ias enjoyed almost too much popularity, as it is now
>versubscribed by requests at a 3 to 1 margin.

That is a

ot of pent-up demand measured in tens of millions of
lollars.
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One particularly exciting project in our
>ffice that is funded through Growing Greener is playing a
lajor role in the land trust community and indeed for all
•ennsylvania citizens concerned about smart conservation
md smart growth.
We are inventorying all of Pennsylvania's
irotected lands to understand just where the strengths and
weaknesses lie in Pennsylvania's wildlife habitat,
watersheds, and potential havens of biodiversity.

All

irotected farmland, federal, state, and municipal
onservation lands, and lands owned by conservancies or
irotected by permanent conservation easements are being
dentified and entered into a database.
When complete, the database will be used to
nform decision-making about protecting priority lands,
ireating links between conservation lands, and identifying
here it makes sense to place new growth.

It will help

dentify where the critical masses of dedicated timberlands
nd farmlands are located and where these 2 sources of
ustainable and renewable economic development are likely
o flourish in the future.
It's exactly the kind of tool Pennsylvania
eeds as its leaders seek to squarely address our state's
nfortunate rank of fourth in the nation in terms of acres
f virgin open space lost to development.
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The Conservation Fund's mission calls for
ireating working landscapes; that is, landscapes that are
•rotected from subdivision and traditional development but
rhich are nonetheless productive in a wide variety of ways,
iuch as food, fiber, clean water, hunting and other outdoor
ecreation.
This is a job that we tackle with relish here
n Pennsylvania.

After all, Pennsylvania's 2 largest

iconomic sectors are agriculture and tourism, both of which
.epend primarily on open space. With every farm and forest
hat we protect, our staff and our community partners enjoy
he fact that we are bolstering the safety net for not only
he current economy but for the future as well.
Because Pennsylvania is losing open space much
aster than it is being protected, one could argue
ersuasively for far greater conservation funding.

But

(rowing Greener is a good start, and it is our hope that
he legislature and the Schweiker Administration will
ermanently reauthorize it at its highest level. Thank
ou.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
hat brief.

Thank you for keeping

We appreciate that.
MR. McGURL:

Good morning.

I'm Bernie McGurl,

xecutive Director of the Lackawanna River Corridor
ssociation.

The LRCA is a nonprofit river conservation
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irganization created in 1987 in Northeastern Pennsylvania
.o promote the conservation of the Lackawanna River and its
ratershed resources through consensus and informed public
.nvolvement.
I also serve as secretary of the board of our
iffiliate, the Lackawanna Valley Conservancy, which is a
and trust working in the area along with Countryside
lonservancy.
The LRCA engenders partnerships among diverse
ratershed interests such as concerned citizens, watershed
•roperty owners, business interests, municipalities,
lommunity, social and civic groups, sports and recreation
roups and related conservation organizations.

We also

fork with county, state, and federal agencies to advance a
lulti-objective watershed conservation program.
During the past 200 years, the Lackawanna was
ransformed from a river of the purest spring water,
articularly known for its brook trout, to a dead stream or
tore of an open sewer, as it was referred to in the
iid-20th Century news articles.

The transformation was the

esult of the rise and fall of the anthracite coal industry
nd the urbanization of the Lackawanna and Wyoming Valleys.
Since the demise of the coal industry and the
nvestment in sewer treatment facilities, the Lackawanna
.as made a remarkable comeback.

It is once again known for
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ts native trout.

The LRCA has been working with private

nd governmental partners to create a river greenway, the
ackawanna River Heritage Trail.
And other partnerships with county agencies
nd state agencies, such as the Bureau of Abandoned Mine
eclamation, are advancing multimillion dollar mine
eclamation, watershed reclamation, and public
nfrastructure programs. Many of these projects have both
n economic development component as well as a watershed
estoration component.
The restoration work along the Lackawanna has
enefitted greatly from the Growing Greener initiatives.
rowing Greener funds are needed to match federal funds.
e have several initiatives that we've gotten federal money
orking with our congressional representatives and the
orps of Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency.
Presently, there are about $40 million in
orps of Engineers funds --or pardon me -- in both Corps
nd EPA funds earmarked for the Lackawanna.

We have

remendous problems that these funds are addressing.

But

e need to have Growing Greener funds and state funds, not
ederal funds, to match them.
And currently, there's a balance of about 10
lllion in EPA and 10 million in Corps funds which remain
o have their matches addressed.

We are also involved with
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imaller-scale projects directly funded through the Growing
Ireener Program.
These projects have significantly increased
iur capacity of our own organization to meet local needs
or watershed education and outreach to the public.

We're

working with our local intermediate unit to develop a
iackawanna River Watershed Education Curriculum.
We're working with developing media and
losters, maps, and charts to have available to help the
•ublic understand the interrelationships of our watershed,
he damages that were done by the mining industry and
rbanization and how we're working to repair that.
We're also working importantly now to foster a
forth Pocono Watershed Coalition on the eastern side of
ackawanna County to protect, encourage the protection of
pen space and community development issues. This
watershed area of the Lackawanna is immediately adjacent to
he fast growing Pocono plateau region.

There are urgent

ieeds for major conservation acquisition programs in the
iackawanna and Luzerne County area.
During the past few years, several thousands
if acres of public utility land associated with the former
'ennsylvania Gas and Water Company have been sold by the
urrent parent company, Southern Union, in a confidential
ale about 2 years ago.
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These real estate assets are currently owned
y Theta Corporation.

It is my hope that Luzerne and

ackawanna County are currently undertaking a bi-county
•pen space study.

My organization will be involved with

he Pennsylvania Environmental Council and several other
irganizations with the counties in that study.
We're hoping that it will set a foundation to
nitiate a conservation acquisition program of significant
racts of lands in the watersheds in the Luzerne, in the
iuzerne and Lackawanna County area.

The support of the

egislature and the involvement of Commonwealth agencies
1th this program will be crucial to its success. These
r

atershed lands adjacent to the Lackawanna and Wyoming

alleys are strategic water resources of state and national
ignificance.
I've also had the opportunity to see Growing
reener programs across the anthracite region.

I serve as

ice president of the Eastern Pennsylvania Coalition for
bandoned Mine Reclamation.

Along with the Western

ennsylvania Coalition, watershed organizations from
ommunities across Pennsylvania have been conducting
rojects as we saw with John Dawes's presentation this
orning.
These watershed projects are working with
onservation districts, watershed organizations, and
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tilizing appropriate technologies.

Other organizations,

uch as the Pennsylvania Organization for Watersheds and
Ivers and the Canaan Valley Institute, are also supporting
hese statewide efforts.
Lastly, I would like to convey the support of
ly organization to a comprehensive and diverse funding
tream to support existing Growing Greener and Key '93
rograms and expand the capacity of those programs to be
mplemented at the watershed level across Pennsylvania.
An increase in the landfill tipping fee in the
5 to $7 range would mean a $5 to $10 additional cost per
ear for Pennsylvania households. An equal or larger
mount of revenue will be realized from the burden of trash
mport that enters our Commonwealth from neighboring
tates.

It will be useful to fund, to supplement these

evenues with a portion of the real estate transfer tax and
erhaps an existing statewide bond issue.
We would be remiss if we did not recognize
ome of the other needs which I believe should be included
n a revitalized Growing Greener Program:

The statewide

ecycling community, both the municipal collection programs
nd the recycled materials market.
Pennsylvania has led the nation in recycling.
he support and leadership of our legislature and Governor
re vital to this effort.

Pennsylvania can do more to
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ealize long-term benefits by encouraging the expansion of
ecycled materials markets and products. And I think that
Leeds to be done at a state level.
It's larger than the individual efforts of the
ocal municipalities.

Resource recovery and reuse from our

raste streams can put people to work, reward
:ntrepreneurship, and enhance the sustainability of a smart
[rowth economy.
I'd like to thank the committee for the
pportunity to offer the testimony today and encourage you
nd your colleagues to act expeditiously as circumstances
H o w to keep Pennsylvania growing greener and.smarter.
'hank you.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
o our next panelist.
MS. MOHR:

Thank you. And we'll go

Thank you for coming, Nancy.
Thank you.

Thank you for asking

le. Chester County 2020 is a little different.
iave a particular territory.

We don't

We have the whole county and

.11 of its people in that our mission is to help people
ommunicate, help them cooperate and to be very responsive
o be able to network and bring people together to the same
able who often don't come to the same table to talk.
So it's a very, it's a very flexible mission.
nd it provides a lot of opportunity and a lot of
hallenges.

Chester County has derived a great deal of
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enefit from Growing Greener at this point. We have a
opulation that is very committed to open space.

Our open

pace bond issues tend to get great support whether they're
t the local or the county level. And there's a lot of
ndividual initiative.
There's one 6-township area sort of in the
enter toward the south, southern part of the county where
here's 23,000 acres under conservation easement. And
hat's a combination of individual initiative running from
acres at the entrance to a historic district to maybe a
arger landowner, 1,700 acres, plus the ag. preservation.
verything comes together.

There's lots of cooperation.

We feel that this committee above all others
as the ability to make the case for their relationship
etween Growing Greener programs and the preservation of
rreplaceable natural resources. The spotlight currently
hining on the serious drought concerns in Pennsylvania can
e used to highlight the perils of cutting Growing Greener
unding.
Water conservation in general is an important
essage for the general population.

But even more crucial

s support for the vision required to guarantee future
ater supplies and overall environmental integrity.
rowing Greener projects represent implementation of that
reater vision and go beyond resource protection to support
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major economic factors, agriculture and tourism.
Dedicated funding for Growing Greener can make
he difference in successful protection of vital water
esources through open space and farmland preservation, a
oncept which may be little understood by those who would
:ut the funding.
We take so much for granted about our natural
esources until they are threatened.

While we cannot open

big faucet in the sky to dramatically increase rainfall
n the short term, it's possible to establish a long-term
enefit with the Growing Greener Program, the vital
echarge of the aquifers upon which we all depend.
Without adequate recharge, the day will come
hen a turn of the faucet in some homes in some areas will
ot produce the taken-for-granted flow of water. Already
n Chester County, the well drillers are so backed up with
rders to deepen existing wells or drill replacements that
ome home owners face a 6-week waiting period and
ependence on friends for their showers.
uture.

This isn't the

It's happening today.
This is dramatic impact-for-all scenario, but

host of sub-scenarios are equally important in the long
un.

The window of opportunity to preserve land, create

ew parks, trails, and greenways is far narrower than it
as only a few years ago.
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Developers especially in the Greater
hiladelphia Region and in Chester County, with which I am
ost familiar, are vying for the same farms that should be
aved for future agricultural and recreational activity, a
atter of preserving resources that enhance the quality of
ife and are most often the reason that people have decided
o move to the area in the first place.
The backlog of farmers waiting to qualify for
he state's agricultural conservation easement program
ndicates their willingness to relinquish a certain amount
f flexibility and certainly enormous short-term financial
ain to continue their relationship with their land.
Chester County had 90 applications in 2001,
nd maybe a dozen to 15 of those applications will be
uccessful.

And yet the points are just fractions apart.

ennsylvania is well supplied with century farms where 3,
, or 5 generations of the same family have tilled the soil
nd raised the next generation of farmers.

Reduction of

he funds available for this program is a virtual shove in
he direction of the developer.
.. Now, that' s not to say that all developers are
ad.

However, there are ways to encourage developers to

ook toward the planning options encouraged by Chester
ounty's well-regarded comprehensive plan, "Landscapes", as
ell as Acts 67 and 68 in fulfilling their financial needs
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ind the needs of their buyers.
In many cases, that translates into thinking
leriously about infill projects, about expanding villages,
evitalizing cities instead of building in open fields.
jid for developers to take advantage of those options, an
mportant role could be fulfilled by municipal officials
nd planning commissions who themselves must be visionary.
Only 2 days ago, a successful dairy farmer
uggested to me that the best agricultural soils, Classes
, II, and III, should be reserved for farming.

He went on

o emphasize that the development rights on these lands
lould be made available as TDRs to benefit the farmer whose
inancial gain from development is eliminated and to
rovide incentive for the developer to work in revitalizing
owns and cities.
A recent article spoke of the continuing
loncerns about water supplies in the.west, predicting that
armers in the heavily irrigated states would find it
ncreasingly difficult to obtain their fair share of water
s development infringed upon their most productive lands.
They even predicted that the time would come
r

hen good soils and more plentiful rainfall on the East

loast would provide a practical alternative, that the
arming activities that moved west in the 1800s would
everse their route well before the end of the 21st
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lentury.
Equally important -- I'm going to leave this
dece out.

It's the rehabilitating lands which everybody

lse has been covering with the acid problems and all of
hat.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
MS. MOHR:
thers.

Thank you.

Those statistics all came from the

The Growing Greener projects enjoy a particular

ynergy with the Keystone Recreation, Park and Conservation
und.

And both programs deserve full support through the

stablishment of dedicated funding that is not vulnerable
o budget deficits.
The representatives of the other nonprofits
estifying here today have presented facts and figures to
upport the appeal of the tipping fee as a means not only
o guarantee dedicated uninterrupted funding for these
ound environmental and recreational programs but also to
mprove the deficit situation by removing dependence upon
he real estate transfer tax and the general fund.
Today, no one constituency can afford to work
lone, ignoring the realities ahead.

Whether we want to

dmit it or not, we're interdependent.

The manner in which

ach of us impacts natural resources helps create a
ritical mass that can either preserve the environment or
rode the features that made our home territories appealing
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.n the first place.
It's not easy to stand back and take the long
iew, but we will pay a heavy price if we continue to
iursue the shortsighted gain.

If we don't pay the price,

•ur children will and legitimately blame us for destroying
heir heritage.
The committee and ultimately the full
egislature share an opportunity to showcase and enhance
he accomplishments already recorded by Growing Greener and
he Keystone Fund.

Establishment of dedicated funding with

he tipping fee will send a statewide message to the
olunteers, the nonprofits, and the municipalities that
:ave stepped up to the plate with matching funding that the
iublic and private sectors can continue to work together to
reserve Pennsylvania's scenic beauty, natural resources,
nd agricultural economy.

This indeed is a winning team.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you very much.

'hat was well-documented.
MR. BARR:
le here today.

I'm Jim Barr, manager of the Babb Creek

atershed Association.
estimony.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having

I've been asked to abbreviate my

So I'll refine myself pretty much to the

ubstance on our summary sheet at the front of the material
've provided for you.
Babb Creek Watershed Association or Babb Creek
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lestoration Program began in approximately 1990. And it's
. partnership of state agencies, businesses, and nonprofit
organizations. We've been working together to clean up
.bandoned mine acid drainage that flows into Pine Creek at
he foot of the Pennsylvania Grand Canyon.
As most of you are probably aware, Pine Creek
s one of Pennsylvania's most popular outdoor recreation
reas with more than a million visitors a year.

And the

ine Creek Rail Trail last fall was listed as one of the 10
iest bicycling trails in the world because of the scenery
nd the resources that are available in Pine Creek Valley.
Inasmuch as we started in 1990, by the time
Growing Greener came around in 2000, we had already
nvested approximately $10 million in the watershed.

We're

lready operating 6 treatment systems and already had a lot
f experience with obtaining grants and managing contracts
nd constructing projects.
So because of that, we've been able to capture
n the first 3 grant rounds $3.3 million worth of funding.
hat money will be used to construct passive treatment
ystems for 7 abandoned mine discharges and to reclaim
pproximately 90 acres of mine spoil area.
And the 4th, the 4th grant we received was to
pgrade equipment at an acid mine drainage treatment plant
o be operated on behalf of DEP.

The major thing about
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trowing Greener as far as the Babb Creek Program is
loncerned is that these grants have enabled us to advance
tur projects, our program by probably 5 years, if not more.
When we started in 1990, Pennsylvania Fish
lommission surveyed our stream and found not one single
:ish along its entire length.

Last summer, they surveyed

t and found fish at every, every testing station, not just
lish, brook and brown trout, 16 species of fish altogether
.nd a resurgent mix of insects, crayfish, and things like
hat.
The impacted area of Pine Creek below Babb
Ireek, because of our treatment, had been removed from
lEP's impaired streams list.

You may find hatches on Pine

Ireek, which are one of the main things that attracts more
han a half million fishermen there every spring.

They've

ieen restored.
In fact, I guess we did too good a job.
'eople are complaining when they drive down the stream in
he evenings, so many bugs are smashing the windshield and
t makes a mess of their cars.

So Growing Greener has been

. great thing for us.
And as an outdoorsman my entire life in
'ennsylvania and an active conservationist more than 25
ears, I'm well aware that numerous other groups in our
rea of the state and around the state have been given new
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ife, new hope, and new energy because of the Growing
Ireener Program.
And many of them, unlike us because of our
dstory, many of those are just getting started.

And while

re would be finishing up with our major program, major
iortion of our program, by the time we're done with these
rrant projects, a lot of other groups out there are just
etting started just where we were at 10 years ago.
I hope that the folks in the legislature will
ind a way to continue funding for Growing Greener.

I

.on't have any thoughts on what would be the most
ppropriate way.

Although, we do get money from part of

air operation from landfilling right now.
And, you know, we kind of have our wagon to
hat particular horse. And we just have to ride it
'herever it goes, I guess.

I do have a couple

uggestions -- beyond asking you to continue the
irogram --to sustain this backyard conservation movement
hat's been so energized.
One of them is, especially in the case of acid
tine drainage treatment systems, at least some small
iortion of funding to be set aside for future maintenance
.nd replenishment of those systems. No system that I'm
iware of operates without monitoring, maintenance, and
:are.
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Another thing that's been kind of a pet peeve
or me is all of our systems have been built on state
orest land.

And we have nothing but the gentleman's

greement with the district forester to go in there and
uild and maintain and operate those systems.
We've invested a great deal of our time,
loney, and energy in that process. And we have no
tanding.

If he decided he didn't want us there, that he

lould go in and do the job that we've taken on.

So I asked

. number of people within the agencies to consider some way
o give legitimate recognition to watershed organizations
hat are undertaking this liability and these tasks so that
hey have some standing in order to defend themselves in
ases where maybe a bureaucrat doesn't like somebody and
.ecides to take action against them, other instances where
hey may have to press the point.

That's not been a

roblem for us, and I don't foresee it being a problem for
s.

But I do see it as an issue for a lot of watershed

roups out there in the coming years.
Also, I know that nonprofit organizations, the
olunteer groups have a problem with sustaining their
xistence.

And I think it would be advisable on the part

f the people running the program that you folks in the
egislature consider some way to transfer responsibility
rom maintenance and operation of the systems that are
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»eing built to the appropriate government agency should a
Lonprofit organization that built them expire for whatever
eason.
Again, my concern has been, since the date we
itarted into our mine acid reclamation program, that you
tave to continue this work the rest of your life.
ike having a kid.

It's

Once you start treating acid mine

Lrainage, you can't stop or you'll be right back to square
>ne.
Another thing I'd like to see and I had asked
. couple people to consider over the years and we've seen
lOthing happen is that I think every Growing Greener
iroject site should have a standardized sign that
dentifies it so that the public knows where these places
re and identifies not just the fact that they got a grant
iut who the partners are so that the program does have a
iermanent recognition for people around the state to drive
.own a country road and see a Growing Greener sign and know
hat somebody had done some good for the environment.
Beyond that, since we started, we've been very
leased with the fact that all kinds of people have jumped
»n our wagon to help us clean up our part of the
nvironment.

And Growing Greener has taken that energy

hat's out there, deep longing on the part of people in
ennsylvania to do something about the scars that have been
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eft in their backyards by previous generations.
They're using their energy and their efforts
o do good things all over the state and leave the legacy
et for the generations yet to come. Thank you for your
ime.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

Before I go

o questions, I'm going to, for the benefit of the
udience, I'm just struck by your -- oh, I'm sorry.
MR. HILL:

That's okay.

I'm Brian Hill.

I

irect the French Creek Project. And I want to thank you
or the opportunity to come down from Northwestern
ennsylvania to talk to you about the Growing Greener
rogram.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

I'm sorry I overlooked

ou.
MR. HILL:
he kiddies' table.

That's okay.

I was over here at

I have prepared 8 minutes worth of

lides to talk a bit about the French Creek Project. But
iven where we are today, I'll just kind of summarize very
uickly what I had to say.
I came down from Northwestern Pennsylvania to
alk a bit about French Creek, which is, for a stream of
ts size, the most biological diverse stream in the state
f Pennsylvania.

It has over 80 species of fish and 27

pecies of freshwater mussels.
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It's a true natural gem that we have in
orthwestern Pennsylvania.

It flows through Erie County,

Irawford County, Mercer County, and Venango County.

So it

eally covers a number of the Northwestern Pennsylvania
ounties.
We have had an effort over the last 6 years to
ry to work to protect French Creek.

And a number of the

ieople that are participating in the last panel are
nvolved as partners in our effort to protect the creek.
he Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, the Pennsylvania
Invironmental Council, the Nature Conservancy is involved,
s is Allegheny College where our operations are based.
What we've tried to do is engage citizens in
rotecting the creek and building a partnership.
s "conservation through cooperation."

Our motto

And we've

uccessfully engaged landowners and farmers in our efforts
o try to protect the stream.
How has Growing Greener played into that?
tell, the funds from Growing Greener have allowed us to
orm a relationship with the farm community and also do
rood work on the grounds. As John Dawes mentioned, we
eceived a $311,000 grant through the Growing Greener
'rogram.
$180,000 of that was for a mini-grant program
o be used for landowners and farmers for best management
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iractices. We provide 75 percent of the costs. They
•rovide 25 percent. And actually, since we have a cadre of
00 volunteers who work with us, sometimes we cover that 25
tercent through volunteer labor.
We've worked with 16 different farms in our
ratershed using those Growing Greener grants.

That's

pecifically with the French Creek Project. And if we look
t the Erie County Conservation District, Venango County
lonservation District and the Crawford County Conservation
dstrict, we're probably looking at about 30 farms we've
orked with with Growing Greener dollars.

So it's really

aking a difference in our watershed.
Some of the slides that I would have shown:
laplewood High School students.

Every year, using Growing

freener grants, even small grants, we've been able to get
p to 100 students out on farms doing good work on the
round improving water quality, doing stream bank
estoration, and implementing those best management
iractices.
If I have one message to bring with me from
forthwestern Pennsylvania, before I came down here, I
alked with the conservation district directors and I
alked with some of the school districts and some of the
lunicipalities, all of whom wanted me to share with you
hat they fully support reauthorization of Growing Greener
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.nd they support comprehensive and ongoing funding, some
lort of designated funding that would support it over the
ong term.

So in brief, that's what I had to say about

trowing Greener.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you very much.

I

ealize there's more than one French Creek in Pennsylvania.
want to reiterate, before we go to questions, Mr. Barr's
estimony number 7 on his -- I don't think everyone heard
his.

And this is what Growing Greener is all about.
It says, "Growing Greener has fulfilled a deep

onging among Pennsylvania's citizens to repair
nvironmental damage bequeathed to them by earlier
enerations.

It has tapped their great energy and capacity

o do good, given them a positive link with state
overnment and fostered lasting improvement to
ennsylvania's lands and waters as a legacy to generations
et to come."
And that's what we're all about here today.
nd we're going to continue that legacy and continue the
leanup because these mine damages and some of that has
een over 50 years old.

And I hope it don't take that long

o clean them up.
But thank you for your testimony.

And we'll

tart here with Representative Wansacz.
REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ: My question is for
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Sernie.

Bernie, thank you for coming up from Lackawanna

lounty.

Can you just tell me, with this proposed budget '

:or funding for Growing Greener, what would this mean to
fortheastern Pennsylvania?
MR. McGURL: Well, as I indicated in the
:estimony, we worked, been working for about 15 years on
he river, on the Lackawanna River.

The lower 3 miles of

he Lackawanna River are completely dead.

The Old Forge

line drain drops about 150 million gallons a day with 3,000
tounds of iron oxide into the river.
In the upper parts of our watershed, we have
housands of acres of abandoned mine lands, culm dumps, gob
tiles, waste piles.

This -- every time it rains, this

laterial erodes into the local streams and rivers. The
treams lose their water as they flow off Moosic Mountain.
They go through the area where it was stripped
nd undermined, and they lose their water. And then they
iome out lower in the watershed and these mine drains. We
tad worked previously with former Congressman McDade and
iresently Congressman Don Sherwood.
And Congressman McDade secured a $30 million
IPA appropriation which Lackawanna County commissioners
tave established as the Watershed 2000 Program.

We need to

latch that $30 million of EPA money with about $28 million
if nonfederal money.
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And presently, the first couple years we had a
[ifficult time. When Growing Greener came around and some
f the Growing Greener funds that were allocated through
he Bureau of Abandoned Mine Reclamation, we were able to
enerate a partnership between the Bureau of Mine
.eclamation that EPA recognized the work that they were
loing in our watershed and credited us with about 10 or $15
dllion of work that's either recently been completed or is
urrently in the planning and construction phases.
So it's going to be important to continue the
line reclamation work that's already being done by Bureau
f Mine Reclamation.

And with Growing Greener, they've

een able to expand the capacity of that organization to do
ork in our watershed.
There's still an extensive inventory of unmet
rojects that need to be addressed.

And we need to get

hose projects fully funded in the next 5 to 10 years so we
an match and utilize that federal funding.

The same is

rue on the Corps of Engineers.
Congressman Sherwood has recently obtained $10
dllion in allocations for the Corps of Engineers to
ddress 2 subwatersheds in the area of Carbondale. And one
>f them is like the Grand Canyon of coal silt, Potterly
Ireek.
And there were several coal processing plants
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hat used the creek water to wash the coal.
iltation ponds that they just abandoned.
0-, 80-acre areas.
hat creek.

And they had

And there's 50-,

There's 3 or 4 of them coming down

There's just these canyons where the creek

'ashes through the silt, and it all washes into the river.
So we need to match the Corps of Engineers
unding on those 2 creek projects.

So there's --we have

n opportunity to optimize about 30 to $40 million of
ederal money on those projects. And there's --an
dditional 10 million of the EPA is allocated for
emonstration programs for combined sewer overflows.
So we're interested in seeing funding through
ennVEST continued to address those issues. And then that
ill give us, I think, an ability working with the sewer
uthorities to get a couple of demonstration programs going
o see how we can develop the appropriate technologies to
reat these CSOs.
And we have 140 combined sewer overflows on
he 40 miles of the Lackawanna River.

That's more than the

ntire city of Newark, New Jersey and at a much smaller
opulation.

But because of the topography and the

xtensive nature of the landscape there, that's what we
nded up with when the treatment plants were built.
We believe we can shut down a lot of those
mailer overflows, consolidate them to larger locations,
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ind build treatment, pretreatment facilities.

So that's

mother thing that it's going to do. And then it will
ilso, as I said, some of the thousands of acres of the
'heta watershed areas.
And we've been working with Nature Conservancy
jid Conservation Fund on some preliminary discussions up
here.

We need to have state funding to be able to

laximize our ability to bring some potential foundation
unding and to work with some of the property owners and
ret some of these watershed areas back into some sort of
lonservation management program that the public can rely on
ecause we see, with the potential restoration of computer
ail service through the Pocono Plateau, we just see
ccelerating demographic movement from the Metropolitan New
ersey area up into Pennsylvania.
And this -- we're really at the crucial front
ine of that growth issue. And all of these watershed
ands are now on the table.

They're on the chopping block

iasically. And it's spectacular, wonderful land.

I feel

re really need it continued to be managed in a conservation
ode to protect our water supply both quality-wise and
uantity-wise.
So it's crucial for a major funding partner in
he state to be available.
REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ: Thank you.
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urther questions, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Representative Surra.

REPRESENTATIVE SURRA:

No questions.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Representative Ross.

REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

I want to thank all of

ou for coming here.

Particularly, it's nice to see one of

ly fellow constituents here, Nancy Mohr, who's done a lot
f work in the area that we're talking about today
articularly.

And I had a quick question and then a

omment really also specifically for Mr. Barr.
On the question of maintaining the facilities
hat you have in state forest lands, have you attempted to
evelop a contract with the state forests and been told
hat -MR. BARR:

I've had conversations with DCNR's

hief attorney about it and with other people in the
gency.
ow.

It's not something that we're pressed about right

So it's not, you know -- I just mention it every once

n a while when I get a chance to say it.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

I guess the only

xiestion I have is if there' s a bar of some sort that
revents you from being able to do that contract that needs
. legislative fix or whether it's -MR. BARR:

We have had absolutely angelic

elationships with the departments.
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REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

Well, certainly, if you

ave a problem where they need additional legislation, I'm
ure there are members here that would be interested in
ollowing up on that.
The other thing I just wanted to comment on, I
hink you made an excellent point about thevidea of
eparate signage for Growing Greener projects. And I
eally wanted to pick up on that because a lot of the
uestions that we've been talking about here bear in on
hether or not urban and, you know, city type landscapes
re actually benefiting from Growing Greener projects.
And I think it goes directly to some of the
oncerns that Representative Wright's brought up and also
hat Representative Frankel earlier brought up.

There

learly, I believe, is the possibility of making
emonstrations show that some of the more urban areas are
oing to be very positively affected by the existing
rowing Greener funds and not just projects that have
lready been done, as referred to by Representative
evdansky earlier^ but new projects that we need to do.
And so by really focusing in particularly on
he environmental aspects of some of these funds and
howing how they're going to positively benefit the
itizens of even more development areas in return for a
ery modest increase in their trash bill, I think that
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light wind up being a very important issue as to whether we
:an get this through the legislature or not.
I appreciate your coming up with that as a
luggestion for us.

I think it will be very helpful.

Thank

r

ou.
MR. BARR:

You might also remember that the

rork we're doing on public lands is for all people in the
itate.
REPRESENTATIVE ROSS:

Good point.

Thank you.

'hank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

You're welcome. Carole.

REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Thank you, Mr.

Ihairman. And thank all of you for coming today.

I think

LO one knows better than people like you who are leading
hese very important environmental groups across the state
>n the importance of Growing Greener and the importance of
continuing it. But you all agree on that.
But what we need help on is how we can define
'hat projects should be covered under Growing Greener so
hat we can make sure that the monies are going to be put
n the places where the environment is going to be
irotected long term.
Just as I said before, we have so many needs
hroughout the state that it's not really possible to be
.11 things to all people. And with the tendency that I'm
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eeing now to spread the Growing Greener beyond its initial
ibligation, I really think we're just going to be weakening
he whole program.
So, you know, as we continue the dialogue, I
ope that you will participate and give us your thoughts on
hat.
MR. FIRST:

Can I speak to that?

REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY: Yes.
MR. FIRST:
gree more with you.

Representative Rubley, I couldn't

I think one of the aspects of Growing

reener that was really underfunded -- and I think there's
eneral recognition of that -- and that is the need to
rotect the environment for the future in a substantive and
really tangible way.
And I think many of us in this room would, I
hink, posit that land acquisition, which is nonregulatory,
ompletely voluntary, is the number one way to protect the
nvironment.

Many of us, when we see something that we

ant to protect, we do it the old-fashioned way.

We buy

t.
And there's really no, there really is no
etter method for protecting the environment.

And that is

ne aspect of Growing Greener that is dramatically
nderfunded.

That is something where tens of millions of

ollars of Growing Greener applications came in, and there
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as just so little to address it.
We're very fortunate that we bring ourselves, .
ust the Conservation Fund, we bring the potential for tens
f millions of dollars of private funding to Pennsylvania
very year.

The challenge is to find state-matching funds

or that.
We don't necessarily always just plow money
nto our projects. Very often, the funders who give us
hat ability want us to find matching funds. And I would
ay just our group alone could absorb twice what DCNR
rovides in grants every year, just our group alone.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Well, coming from

outheastern Pennsylvania in Chester County, I totally
gree with your comments on the open space aspect. And
'hat's so important is that we are able to leverage or
ring in the good work that the conservancies are doing and
rivate contributions.
So the money the state provides goes far
ieyond those actual dollars. Thank you.
MR. McGURL:

I would concur with that, too. I

hink the acquisition of conservation lands is probably
ight up there.

It's equal in statute to cleaning up some

if the abandoned industrial and mine land problems that we
iave.

So I think they need to be looked at very, very much

m an equal basis.
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And I think the conservation of these
mportant open spaces, particularly large open spaces that
re close to metropolitan areas, really can complement
conomic development and community development issues in
he urban areas, in our boroughs and other larger
ommunities.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you very much.

Representative Steelman.

REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Since we have a

anel of people who are working on direct projects, I
anted to ask a question about one aspect of the Growing
reener Program that I have had some concerns raised about.
nd that is the fact that under the existing regulations,
hen you're contracting, you don't, as I understand it,
ave to seek competitive bids.
And perhaps not too surprisingly, the people
ho, my constituents who were most concerned about this are
ontractors who feel that they could provide remediation
ervices.

And they see groups with Growing Greener grants

iving out what they perceive as sweetheart contracts.
Now, I think that it's a good idea if we try
o have as little regulation as possible so that we can
H o w flexibility to the local organizations that are
arrying out the programs. But could you tell me how you
o about making decisions about who's going to be doing the
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iajor earth moving and remediation and the technical kinds
»f work on your projects?
MR. HILL:

On the French Creek Watershed, we

rork closely with the conservation districts and the
[atural Resource Conservation Services. And there's an
ingoing experience that they have, too, in working with
lontractors who may help with stream crossing.
And primarily what we do is look at somebody
rho has an ongoing track record of doing a good job in a
elatively cost-effective fashion.

We don't have that much

n the way of resources. We're looking for somebody who
ian do it inexpensively.

So that's what we look for.

MR. McGURL:

In some cases, some of the, one

if the contractors that I'm working with is also a property
iwner. And he's contributing significant portions of the
n-kind to the project.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

That's great if you

ian get it. But that probably doesn't happen most of the
ime.

But have any of you had concerns raised about how

pen the contract process is?
MR. BARR:

Yes.

Particularly since we have a

1/4 million dollar grant -- the contract will be awarded
his summer -- we're very particular about how we handle
hat as much for the public's perception as for any other
eason.

We do have contracts that we've worked with for a
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Lecade or more and built treatment systems for us and are
iully qualified to do that.
However, we're going to bid this project
>ecause it's the responsible thing to do.

In other cases,

te haven't bid projects because we had people within our
>rganizations or people who have been vendors for us on a
lay-to-day basis who were the ones most qualified to do the
fork.

So we've had both ways.
We appreciate the freedom that having that

:hoice gives us. But on the other hand, we recognize that
re have a responsibility to treat public funds with respect
md to be -CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY: Mr. Dawes, would you
ike to make a comment here?
MR. DAWES: Representative Steelman, it's a
ery good point. And I'm glad you brought it up.

Our

irogram is currently involved with over 100 projects. And
hey're mostly on the ground run by small watershed
issociations governed by boards of directors.

So of

ourse, those decisions are by that board.
What is most typical is that they are put out
>n a competitive bid basis. And through publicity in the
lewspaper about local activity, many times it results in
ionated limestone, donated truck service, donated machine
lire. And so I'd say that donation is more typical than
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ny abuse that I've seen.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:
hat there's evidence of abuse.

I'm not at all sure

But as Mr. Barr suggested,

ometimes if there's a perception of abuse, that can be,
hat's problematic, too.

Is it -- would it be your

erception that if, in continuing the program, we' did add a
equirement for a bidding process or at least for open
dvertisement of contracts, would that constitute a serious
andicap to all the groups to comply with at least an
dvertising requirement?
MR. BARR:

I don't feel it would.

I can

nderstand why they drop the bidding requirements of
rowing Greener because there are a lot of groups out there
ust getting started that don't have any experience and
ophistication in dealing with that.
In addition to the fact that we've been around
long time and we've done this, we also have a direct
onnection with local government and state government in
ne fashion or another.
mployee for many years.

The board chairman was a county
I'm a newspaper reporter for the

ounty local government, county government.
So we're all very familiar with the
ontracting processes. And we're all concerned about how
e treat the public money.

A lot of small groups working
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on little projects might have somewhat less ability to do
that.
Personally, I don't think going out and
jetting quotes from several people or requiring that you
put an advertisement in the paper about your project is a
great burden, even on a project the size that we're working
on, which we have engineers bringing up the specs.
But even on the small project, I don't, I
bhink it's within the capability of most groups probably to
at least entertain proposals from various individuals.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Nancy Mohr wanted to

nake a comment on that.
MS. MOHR:

Not particularly on that. But

these comments that go along -- I just want to make the
comment that all these wonderful projects that are
happening have ability to generate a little icing for the
rake. And what happens is that as you have the visibility
of all projects, the reclamation, the ag. preservation, all
3f that, it helps to encourage other landowners in the area
to think about doing voluntary conservation easements.
And that is so important in the sense that
there's no cost involved on a public basis. You're not
asing greater, you know, Growing Greener money.

And the

properties stay in the, in the ownership of the landowner.
!^nd so they don't have to be taken care of as they do if
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fou go and you purchase properties and you're holding them,
whether it's in the land trust or in the public venue.
So that you have this whole, this whole very
practical money saving situation where the land stewardship
Ls done by the owner. And I think that the fact that
people begin to feel very comfortable about it, that starts
jrowing, you're really growing greener because you're
jrowing the whole process and you're growing each one of
:hese areas into something bigger.
MR. FIRST:

I have a quick question,

Representative, or response to your question,
Representative Steelman.

I don't --we don't engage in

nuch after-the-fact work on any of our projects because
re're mostly in the acquisition or in the, kind of just the
;ognitive analytical end of things.
We're not doing a lot of earth moving or water
iiverting type work.

But I do know from all of our

partners who do a lot of that kind of work that we, that we
<rork with that there's not a lot of administrative padding
Ln these grants.
In other words, there's a very slim amount of
ooney that is -- and purposely.

I mean, this is supposed

;o leverage a lot of volunteer type time and donation of
Ln-kind services. There's not a lot of money in there to
;over heavy-duty administrative costs.
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And as I think you said, you know, the beauty
f the program is in its flexibility, its fluidity, how
ynamic it is.

I think your question would be best

ddressed by another question which is, you know, how much
ccountability or how much of a burden would you want to
ut?
I think if we're talking about what Jim said,
ust putting an ad in the paper showing, you know, that you
id put an ad in the paper and you have some bids on file,
hat's one thing.

But to go through an entire RFP process

or many of these small groups, it would work against
verything that the Growing Greener Program is about, which
s getting the money out to tangible projects relatively
ast and getting it plowed into the actual, into the dirt
tself.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

It's not that I

r

ould want to strangle the small groups. But it does seem

o be that in many cases, projects are being run by board
if directors.

Board of directors has to get together at

iome point to discuss the wording of the contract for the
>roject.
And even though it's a volunteer board and
irobably the project manager in many cases is also a
'olunteer or is getting paid a very minimal amount, I'm not
iure that it's an undue burden to suggest that maybe they
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:ould look at -- that's about the order of what I'm
hinking about.
Just to try and be sure that for these
>rojects, which individually are not huge but which overall
imount to many millions of dollars of taxpayers1 money,
:hat we can be sure that employers in the Commonwealth have
•easonable opportunity to compete for the opportunity to -MR. FIRST:

I would urge -- the constituents

hat have voiced their concern to you, I'd urge you to let
hem know that they should reach out, not just engage, not
ust approach it as a purely professional relationship.
'hat sounds a little funny.
But a lot of these projects are again based on
10 much volunteer time. And as Bernie, I think, will speak
;o in just a second, many of the projects he's engaged in,
r

ou have a contractor who's got an excavating business.

lome of these people donate tremendous amounts of value.
And they might donate all of the gas and wear
md tear on their vehicles. And just ask Bernie or someone
ilse, another project director to pay for their staff time.
t's hard to replicate that in a purely professional RFP.
did that's where some of the challenge comes in is when you
>ecome integrated into the community aspects of these
irojects, that you have both access to the work and access
o the glory of being a real donor.
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And I don't know if your constituents are that
ngaged in a lot of these projects.

I think they'll find

tiat that is the case in the vast majority of them.

People

ho look like they're getting sweetheart deals are the
aople who have plowed hundreds of thousands of dollars in
ame cases of donated value or real cash over many years in
ome of these projects. And their reward is that they
ontinue to come back and keep doing it.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Well, it's not so

uch the specific individual case that I'm concerned about
3 the broad situation.

But I'm not entirely sure that I'm

appy with the idea that we should be encouraging people,
hat we should be setting up a barrier that says, Okay, if
3U can't afford to go out and provide X amount of free
alunteer labor for this local watershed organization, then
DU can just give up your chance of actually being able to
at a contract that will give you ability to continue to
at food on your table.

I don't think that's a great idea

Lther.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
3ve on.

Thank you.

We have to

Representative Wright.
REPRESENTATIVE WRIGHT:

Thank you.

I just

ave a short comment. Although I enjoyed hearing about
3ur successes and we can probably all agree on your
rowing Greener Program and its future need, I think, I
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hink it's really important at this point that we, we
romote this program for the people who don't understand
ts value, who don't even know that it exists.
It would be a lot easier to sell.
ure how to do that.
hould do that.

And I'm not

I think as elected officials, we

It's nice to honor people, especially

hrough their phone dropping deeds and the time that they
ive.

But I think we have to work harder at that because

here are probably more people who would volunteer.
We'd have less people complaining about the
rice tag. And so if you could help me do that, I'd
ppreciate it.

Thank you.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

spresentative Levdansky.
REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY:
hairman.
anel.

Thank you, Mr.

I don't have any questions directly for the

But I just had maybe one thought, Mr. Chairman, I'd

ike to share with you.

I mean, this hearing has been

nstructive because I think for all of us on the committee,
g're pretty much aware of Growing Greener.
But it never hurts to be more intimately
nowledgeable about the details and how good this program
eally is and what it does for the environment and the
ommonwealth.

And today, we've heard from -- but it seems

o me that the people we've heard from today are either
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roups and organizations that directly received Growing
reener funds or they represent groups that receive the
unding.

And that's really good and important.
But it seems to me there's another side of the

oin that we haven't, or another side of the issue that we
aven't heard from.

And that's, you know, the people that

re going to ultimately have to provide the dedicated
unding.

I mean, the whole focus of this, as I understand,

s in order to build support for a dedicated permanent
unding for Growing Greener.

And there's bipartisan

upport in the General Assembly to do that.
But what we haven't heard from today are from
epresentatives who represent the people that are going to
nd up paying and coming up with the funds to make these
nvestments in our environmental programs and our
nvironmental infrastructure.
So Mr. Chairman, I would just respectfully
uggest that maybe we have another follow-up hearing and
ave the, the County Commissioners Association, the
ownship Supervisors Association, and the Township
ommissioners Association, and the Boroughs Association,
nd the Pennsylvania League of Cities and Municipalities,
hose people who represent local government who ultimately
re going to be the ones that are saddled with the
hallenge of raising the local fees to come up with the
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oney for this program.
I just think it would be instructive and
elpful for myself that we hear from those people. And
hey can give us some additional perspective on the
orthiness of these Growing Greener funds that have been
tilized in their community.
So I'd just suggest, as a follow-up, that we
ave another hearing and include a lot of people that
idn't have an opportunity to be here today.

Thank you,

r. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you, David.

hank everyone for coming to this hearing.

I

And thank you

or the committee that stayed by the whole time and the
udience we had.

It was very enlightening.

We heard from

arious groups.
And I think this is the most positive
estimony we had on Growing Greener.

It reiterated all the

ositive things that are getting done. And we want to
ncourage that support to keep following it. And we're
ommitted.

We're committed to the program.

ijourned.

Thank you.

The hearing's

(Whereupon, at 12:47 p.m., the hearing
adj ourned.)
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